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CINCHO-QTININE.
INCHO-QUININE: which was placed in the hands of physicians in 1869, has been tested in all parts of the country,and the testimony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Peruvian Bark,unia, inidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNsYLvANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.1 have .tested CINCHo-QUINNE, and have found it to contain quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."
F. A. GENTH, Prof. Of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

LâBORATORY OF THH UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, February 1, 1875.
o I hereby certify that have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHO-QUININE, and by direc-o nade a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinchonine, and hereby certify that I fonnd these alka-bide in CINCHO-QUININE." C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.idI have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCHO-QUININE, and find it to contain quinine,inidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine.' S. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.

1n no other form are contained the important alka-
dal principles of Bark, so as to be accessible toredical gentlemen.

b 'n it is found Quinidia, which is believed to be a
etter anti-periodic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids

actîngin association, unquestionably produce favor-
eble remedial influences which can be obtained fromno One alone.
I.n addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic andXhti-periodic, it has the following advantages whichtreatly increase its value to physicians :-
1st. Itexerts the full therapeutic influence of Sul-Phate of Quinine, in the same doses, without oppress-

'Cg the stomach, creating nausea, or producing
eerebral distress, as the Sulphate of Qumine fre-
qilntly does, and it produces much less constitutional
disturbance.

2d. It hps the great advantage of being nearly

ateless. The bitter is very slight, and not un-
child sant to the most sensitive or delicate woman or

3d. It is less costly; the price will fluctuate with the
the and fall of barks; but will always be much less

an the Sulphate of Quinine.
4th. It meets indications not met by that Salt.

Middleburg, Pa.,
April 13, 1875.

eintlepen. I cannot reframn tromn giving you my5
nony regarding CINCHO-QUININE.

na practice of twenty years, eight of which were
Sconnection with a drug store. I have used Quinine
psCh cases as are generally recommended by the

te fession. In the last four or five years I have used
frequently your CINCHO-QUININE in place ofliine, and I ave never been disappointed in my

YSDctationE
N. . , . .

Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you toknow that I have used the alkaloid for two years or
nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliableand all I think that youclaim for it. For childre,
and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those tooeasily quininized by the Sulphate, the Cincho acts
like a charm, and we can hardly sec how we did with-
out it so long. I hope the supply will continue.

Yours, with due regard,
J. R. TAYLOR, Kosse, Texas,

I have used your CINCHO-QUININE exclusively forfour years in this malarial region.
It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

more agrecable to administer. It gives great satisfac-
tion.

D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louisville, Ky
I have used the CINCHO-QUINiNE ever since itsntroduction, and am so well satisfied with its resultsthat I use it in all cases in which I formerly used the

Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during
the paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thuslose no time.

E. SCHENCK, M.D., Pekin, Ill.
I am using CINCHo-QUININE, and find it to act asreliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.
In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-sively, and deem its action upon them mure beneficialthan that of the time-honored Sulphate.

W. _. SCHULTZE, M.D.
Marengo, Iowa

o NCHO-QUININE in my practice has given the best
of results, being in my estimation far superior to Sul-
phate of Quinine, and has many advantages over t-
Sulphate. G. INGALLs, M.D.

Northampton, Ma2s.Ig
1 Your CINte..o-QUININh l nave used with marked
success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.

D. MAcKAY, M.D , Dallas, Texas'

e will send a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CîNCHo-QUININ, on receipt f twenty-five cg. 2 orounce on recei t of one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Special prices given foi orders amouating to onle hundreeand upwaras.
WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Barium, Bromine, Bismath Cerium, Calcium, Copper Gold, Iodine, Iron LeadManganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorue, Potassium, Silver, Sodium, 'in, Zinc, etc aMr Price List and Descriptive Cata/ogueprnished upon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & 00., Manufacturing Chemists.
(SUCCESSORS TO JAMFS R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.
See Willing & WImitamsou's Advertisement of New Medical Works, page 3.

__
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MOLLE R'S
?tEST NORWEQ:AN 00D-LVEn Ou+

DE BEscEz, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says It
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

ABBorrs SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It l more
easily assimilated and ls productive of more immediate benefit than the other kinds of
oil are."

Da. RUDDocNs, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "We are glad to be able to give our em-
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MARON Sius, M. D., New York, says: "I have prescribed It almost daily, and have every
reason to be perfectly satisfied with it."

DR. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil which in per-
fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished.' -

N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: "It is remarkably free from Impurities.'

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

FRSTo PIM FOR ATFGA
SURGICA

AND
LAPPLIAN CES.

APPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

JAMES AUTHORS,
16 King Street Eat, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. I7, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, andeamellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac

tured in any part of the world.
JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. Englanld

DR. REEVE
CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR,
At the Tecumseh House, London,

On the First Saturday of every month.

Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

BELMONT RETREAT, QUEBEC.

This Institution opened in 1864 as a Private Hospital fo
the Insane has recently baen considerably enlarged, and noW
furnishes excellent accomodation for this class of patients.
A separate department is also furnished for Inebriates.

Patients are admitted on the certificates of two medicl
men.-Terms from $6.oo to $io.oo per week quarterly Il
advance. For further information apply to

G. WAKEHAM, or
Proprieor.

P.O. box ro4r, Quebec, P.Q.

W. WAKEHAM,
Resident Physicias
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

PHYSICIAN'S VISITING LIST FOR 1877.

Of the following Sizes, bound in the best manner, with Tucks, Pockets, and Pencils.

For 25 Patients weekly.... Price $ For 5o Patients weekly, 2 VOtS. o J une
50 1.25 FroPainsekl,2vs.july to De. ... Price, ,$2.5o.
75 ... . 1.50 Jan. to June ....

no ...... 2.00 1ro " " " July to Dec. 3.0o.

INTERLEAVED EDITION.

For 25 Patients weekly....Price $1.50 For 5o Patients weekly, 2 vols Jan. to Dun .... Price, $3.o.
50 el if... l175 50 weey, to Dec. Prc,$.o

JW COPIES sent by mail, postage paid, upon the receiPt of theprice as annexed.

This List bas now been published twenty-six years, and bas met with the hearty and uni-
form approval of the Profession in all parts of the country, and is considered an indispensable
Companion for the practising Physician.

Ringer's handbook of Therapeutics, 4th ed., (1876). $4.25.

Playfair's System of Midwifery. (1876). $4.00.

Roosa's Ophthalmie and Otic Memoranda. (1876). 21.00.

Balfour Brown on the Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity. (1876). $5.00.

Meadows' Manual of Midwifery. 3rd enlarged and revised edition. (1876). $3.25,

Holmes' Surgery; its Principles and Practice. 1 vol. of 1000 pp. $6.00 and $7.00.

Hammond s Diseases of the Nervous System, 6th edition, revised, re-written and enlarged

(1876), 86.00.

Loomis on the Respiratory Organs, Heart and Kidneys, $5.00.

Beard & Bockwell's Medical and Surgical Uses of Electricity, 2nd (edition, enlarged, $6.25

MAILED POST FREE ON RECEJPT OF PRIOE. GET OUR FULL
CA TA L O UES. (grati8.)

WILLING & WILLIAMSON.
Medical andjGeneral Booksellersland Importers,

12 King Street East, Toronto.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

" It it always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid collection without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its nature."I have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, the Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intestines, theLungs and the Mennges, and I can affirn, and a great number of observers ai rm with me, that we have never seen coasecutive accidents."-Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Aspiration, )SjS. 21, 24.

W E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the generalplan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inventionsof our own: -
Fie. 68.

1st. Means of changing the punp from0
an exhaust to a force-pump, andvice versa,
thereby enabling the operator not only to
withdraw an abnormal fluid, but to in-
ject the cavity through the tube and
needle of the apparatus with one adapted"
to induce healthy action.-See Dieulafoy
on Aspiration, þþ.276,278.

2nd. The employment in our apparatus
No. 1, of a metal Screw Cap, fitting the
neck of the receiver supplied with this
apparatus so securely that it cannot be
forced fromi its place by condensed air
while injecting, or accidentally removed
while the receiver is in a state of vacuunI
for aspiration.

FIe. 69. The Stopper and 3rd. The substitution, for the ordinary
Cocks supplied with Ap- oiled silk valves of other apparatuses, ofparatus No. 2. a kind indestructible both in forn and

material.
4th. A simple and comparatively inex-

OoDMAN &HURTLEFF, pensive attachment for evacuating the
aOMoN contents of the stomach, eqnal, if not

superior, to any in use hitherto.Commenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by physicians familiar with the latest European and Anerican ones, lead us to believe thatin.some important particulars at least, tbey are auperior to any.
p' In his work on Pneumatic Aspirations, Dieulafoy shows the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority to the Ex-ploring Trocar as a means of accurate diagnosis im all collections of Pathological Fluids. It bas been used with unprecedented success inRetention f Urine, Reduction of Strangulated Hernia, in Ascites, Hydrothorax, Empyema, Pneumothorax, Effusions into the Pericardiuni,Serons, Purulent and seiatie Effusions o tbe Knee, Hydrocele, Hydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, and in various other PathologicalLesions.

APPARATUS.
No. 1. Air Piup-exhaust or condensing as described 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel-plated,in. receiver, of strong glass, witb screw cap; tbree steel, witb two Needies, tubes, &tc., in cs.........14 00gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the necessary No. 4. Stoinch Attachment, as described, adapted to pumptubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown in Fig. 68, fitted in a neat accompanying Nos. 1 and 2, additional.. ................ 8 00case, accompaned with printed directions ........ ...... $18 00, The foregoing are the 0,oduct of our non factory, and areNo. 2. The sai e, witout receiver and mitb rubber stopper xiwarranted in every respect.(Se Fig. 69) to it alnost any bottle of quart capacity, or Al aieo o o . t.-paid, byless, instead of screw-cap arrangement, also ivitb printed msail, on rcceipt of..................3 40directions ...................................... 16 00 " Fuil description on application.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instnments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BOSTON.N.B.-See our other advertisement in alternate numbers of this journal.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
(Patented Oct. 1870.)

The attention of the Medical Profession is called to the great value cf MRs. PEARSoN'S Abdominal Supporter in thOtreatment of Uterine complaints. It is especially adapted to the treatment of partial procidentia uteri, ante or retrover-sion, and in Leucorrhœa, depending on these defects; by removing the cause it quickly cures the discharge. It is also ofgreat service in a lax or pendulous state :of the abdomen and during pregnancy, by giving the much needed support.A perineal pad can be attached to the supporter when required.

The undersigned, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its excellence and
efficioncy .-
E, M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S, E.; Toronto. H. Blackstock, M.D., Hillsdale.N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed. Toronto. J. Wilkinson, M.D., Woodbridge.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.); Quebec. I Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton,Dr. Henry J. Ridley, Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.M. Lavell, M D., Kingston. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Catharines.

Price $71o $10. Please send mea8urement around largest part of hipa.
Mas PEARSON also manufactures an UMBILICAL PAD or support of the greatest value in the treatment of cases 0Umbilical Hernia; also SHOULDER BRACES ofthe most modern and approved styles.

MRS. 'J. E. PEARSON, 316, Adelaide St. West, Toronto.
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Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LA CTO-PHOSPHA TES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Cheinical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

THIS elegant preparation combines witb a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 gra. Lacto-Phoaphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloide of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, and fifteen drope offree Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

In cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in all condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotie or anoemic
Women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,.

-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
14ay be taken for a protracted period without becoming
repugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
Pharmacopæia may be added, each fluid drachm making the6

4th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
Combination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
This compound is prepared with great care, and will be main-
tained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by

T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.
SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS.

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTURER OF

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

TJHE subscriber would again remind the Medical and
Dental Profession that he still continues to manufac-

ture bis celebrated Instruments, in all the various branches.
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years bas afforded, has enabled
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciated by all wishing to purchase Instruments, that
are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. 2, " " ...... 18.00
Aspirator, No. 3, " " " " ...... 12.00

All the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

Al orders entrusted to his care will be promptly attended

pg Catalogues

Oct., 173.

furnished on application.
HORATIO ù. KERN,

No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Electro-Medical Instruments GEORGE TIEMANN & CO.,
and Batteries.

FLEMMINC & TALBOT,
NO. 814 FILBERT STREET, PHILA DEL PHIA:

H AVING largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
we are now prepared to furnish the finest work, with

latest improvements, on reasonable terms.
Portable Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with

COmplete applying apparatus. and Electrodes and Conduc-
tors, in all their varieties, constantly on hand.

Contracts made for the erection of permanent batteries inhospitals, colleges, and private offices.
A full supply of Electro-Medical Books always in store.Communications by mail promptly attended to. Send for

Catalogue.

THE ANATOMST.

K
/4::

R.8ER EMOf. 48 MQ

F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

Surgica Instruments
RECEl VED>

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili, 1875.

2 Silver Medals and I Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1867.

Sr Our Catalogue, numbering 462 pages and containing
1575 engravings, handsomely bound in cloth, can be
obtained for cost of binding, 75 cents ; postage 22 cents.
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* * * * Sugar-Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remington'spa0erend before American Pharnaceu&al Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & COS

PHOBPHORUB PILLB.
PHOSPHORUS is an important conetituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervous sys-tem, and le regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF MEMORY, IMYIPOTENCY, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, LOSS
OF NERVE POWER, PHTHISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.

17m Pi-ular form ha. been deemed the most desirable for the administration of Phosphorus. It is in a perfect state ofsubdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and l not extinguished by oxidation.This method of preparing Phosphorus haa been discovered and brought to PERECTIOs by us, and is thus presented iuits elementary state, free from repuisive qualities, which bave so long militated against the use of this potent andvaluable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under ail circumstances the adminis-tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only usedIts use in the above named complaints is supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, ofBerlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dublin Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatmentindicated in these cases is-st. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from ail occupations resembling thatupon which.the mind bas been overworked ; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itselfpainful, which the patient might select; 3rd Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases incor-rect impressions, putting only those objects before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very nourishingdiet, especial ly of shell-tish. 5th. The internai administration of Phosphoru. in Piltar form, prepared by WiLLIAXR. WARNER 4 CO.

Ur PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICES. Ji!M

Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, . .00
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " " . .
Pil Phosphori, 1-25 j " . .
Pil Phosphori Comp. 2 00

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomico, J gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Nucis Vomicoe, 2 00

Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicoe, gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri, et Nuc. Vou. .M . . 2 GO

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) i gr. Ext Nuc. Vom., gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinie, .2 90'

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulpb., 2 gr.Pli Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. et Quinze, 2 90
Pbosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) I gr.
Ext.Nuc. Vomn., 1-8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 2 gr.

Tretise on " PHOSPIIOBUS; Its d1aims as a therapentic agent."
Furnisbe. on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 0O., Manufacturing G mist
No. 1228 Market Street, Philade*phia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for salè by
& ELLIOT & CO., Wbolesale Druggists,

Toawo, Oàzàjia

_ALý
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Fourth Annuat Annouicement,1877-78.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Pbysioiogy

CALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatom y

JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. and Instructor in Purgsryn
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. Auscultation and Lâryngoscopy.
HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
JOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Profesor of Patholo-
PRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory gical Anatomy.

and Practice of Medicine. WILLIAM L. RICEARDSON, MD., Instructor in Clinical
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to cail the attention of the Professiogenerally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unifornstrength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUIN EPANCREATIC EMULSION and PANCREATINE.
The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedjes of the description reeognized and prescrihed hy the leading members of the Medîcal.Profession. No small ortion of their popularity is to be ascribed t the fact, tha theyare palatableto the most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily icible 'n water, milk, &c. In allcases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the tomach, PancreatiaEmulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensringstreongth and appetite ; whilst in many cases they prove a mot valuable adjunt to the Oi, which theyassist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with whichif shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparation whenprescribed by itself wilI he feund to be a pewerful assistant te digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is largelyused in England.

PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliable combination of Pancreatine with the
PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests al kinds of F od-the F°RINACEoUS, FiB RNOUS,9and OLFÂGINOUS, (being a coxnbination of the severalactive principles of the didestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, e.)Five grains of the Powder digeâts-l00 grains of Coaeulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starch.BEST FOOD FOR INFA.NTS s Sup led to the Royal Families of England and Russia.d Feeding In ants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and easily
digested Food, ha@ recently occupied inucli of tbe attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of employingqStarch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pfinted ont.This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount cf nourishmentin the most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchitis.Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great pewer and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breathing,spamodic coughing, &c. Grown only &y Savory and Moore, and prepared in ail forma for smoking and inhalation.Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and etail of the Principal Druggists in the Dominionand Anerica.

THE VOLTAIÇ JohAÂR MADI L LO. John
AN ELECTRO-MAGAETIC REAIEDY FOR NER-

VOUS )ISEASES. No. 309ALWAYS SAFE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE.
(UNDER THE

so ~ ~ WS "um m mena ams
No Shock or Unpleasant Sensation experienced, but a

cosatElect ic Current, Stimulatîng the Nerves, Re-vin Circula ion, removing Cngeatin, heai and Sness.
NEW YoRK, July 14, 1875,

Dear Sir:-I have used your Armadillo Waist Bandn two cases of muscular Rheunatism, with entire suc-cess. I shall, with great pleasure, try it in similar casesin the future. Yours, etc.,
"CIHARLEs E. HACKLEY, M.D.,

" 47 West 31st St.,"" .. and many Physicians of high repute, and some within ourown knowledge, testify to the beneficial use of Electro-Magnetism bysuch means as Mr. SEIBERT has ingeniously devised, and which wethink worthy of attention."-Saiutarian, May, 1875.
It is flexible, easily applied, and perfect jltting to every part of thebodyarileuedb

E. J. SEIBBRT, Proprietor, 819 Broadway, cor.
12th Street, New York. Our Plus

Send for Pamphlet. mailed on appli

Reynders & Co.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

Fourth Avenue, New York,
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,)

Manufacturera and Importers Of

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopfedical Instruments,

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

ufacture and importation of every
Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

trated Catalògue and Price Li
cation, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.
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of its destructive powers when incautiously used.CANADA LANCET About six years ago a gentleman brought his
daughter aged nine years, some twenty miles, to

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF consult me about an injury which she hai sustain
ed in one of her fingers

CAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE. cutter along with oti
passed between two c

VOT.parts and bone down t
TORONTO, MARCH IST, 1877. No. 7. cal man who was call

plied to it some strong
oriina(0MMu# t #. theinjured part in a rag

in a day or two the w
Q1NGRENE FOLLOWING THE EXTER- blackened and wither

NAL USE OF CARBOLIC ACID. at such an unlooked
brought to me and un(

J. D. KELLOCK, M.D., PERTH, ONT. finger was removed.

n avîng been called upon to amputate two A lady who underto
fols1 on account of their complete destruction, preparatory to making
oîowg the use of carbolic acid as a lotion, ' valid husband, unfortu

especia to call attention to the subject, more very nearly severed t
the ally as the acid was, in each case, used under fnger. The doctor w
Edirections of a physician, somewhat loosely husband, directed carb
aert It Will often be noticed, that when any A quantity of the aci

bengicdetatth, n thumb " been poured ibrity ' especially some new remedy attains a cele- th " bep ur
tir nd forms the subject of much commenda- formed the wash saturewsan discussion in the medical world, that the bound round the injurc
ties Papers copy reports of its wonderful proper- moving this dressing t

tres 1 no matter how potent the agent may be, veloped presented a

edi g it is duly installed into the domestic were also numb and pIcarnfollowed by a blackeni,chlorl menta. In this way bromide of potassium, flloe ba leni
re hydrate, carbolic acid, and other new elling of the whole fing
tev s have come to be popularly prescribed by five weeks afterwards, t
re se old woman and amateur doctor, male complete, nature's pro

are ale. The patent medicine men also, who going on near the bas
ae thevr on the lookout for something new, seize ingly anticipated thissicia>,e Potent remedies, and stealing some phy- forceps, removing ths pe~p d oubt similar cases hav
Pould aPrescription, set to work at once to com- clout imilar cehall cali dgive to the world, the wonderful cure- practice. They cer
1t activg it some high sounding name, and be esson to guard agamst

~ hrrort b principle arsenic, strychnia, phosphorus, uable agent, for apa
t ai r e, it matters not, the thing takes for a especially in the case o

Sinc isd swallowed wholesale. noyance, the loss of
eIncy carbolic acid has attained such a notoriety means a slight one.

he ' "nder Prof. Lister's antiseptic treatment, it The caustic and loca%t1ons o to be looked upon as a remedy for all carbolic acid, may how
d fr cOntinuity in skin muscle and bone, account in the practice
a y hdisinfectant purposes may be found in ations about the rectu

O owever is to give some illustrations nævi and small tumors.

Whilst playingwith a straw-
her children, the finger had
og-wheels, bruising the soft
o the first joint. The medi-
ed in to dress the wound, ap-
carbolicacid, and wrapped up
. On removing the dressing
hole finger was completely
d, in fact dead. Annoyed

for result, the child was
der the rhigolene spray the

ok to decapitate a chicken
some fowl soup for an in-

nately missed her aim and
he top of her left middle
ho was in attendance on her
olic acid lotion to be applied.
d having by the "rule of
nto half a teacupful of water
ated with which a rag was
ed finger. Next day on re-
he parts which it had en-
bleached appearance, they
inless. This was very soon
ng of the skin and a shriv-
er. When I saw the finger
he line of demarcation was
cess of amputation slowly
e of the finger. I accord-
process by the knife and
e mortified portion. No
e been met with by others
tainly ought to serve as a
the incautious use of a val-
t from the disfigurement,
f a lady, the pain and an-
even a finger is by no

L anæsthetic properties of
ever be turned to practical
of surgery, such as in oper-
m, the skin, opening whit-
bably for the destruction of
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ON THE TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.

BY J. S. BENSON, M. R. C. S., ENG., CHATHAM, N. B.

Having Feen Dr. Cluness's remarks respecting
the treatment of diphtheria at Sacramento, I was
reminded of two cases which came under my no-
tice in October last, and the memorandum having
been kept by me, of both cases, they being the
most severe I have seen for thirteen years, I con-
sidered a description well worthy of publication, if
only to show the value of the chlorine water treat-
ment.

The following is as brief as I can make it :-I.
S. æt. 8 was seized on the 28th or 2 9 th September
with headache, lassitude, feverishness, and pains in his
limbs and back. An aperient was administered
which did not relieve these symptoms, and on the
2nd of October he complainedfirst of his throat.

I was summoned on the 5th and found him lying
in bed with his mouth partially open and inability
to close it, apparently, from some internal me-
chanical obstruction. His countenance was anxi-
ous, skin around his eyes and mouth of a dusky
hue, pulse 166 small and feeble, submaxillary
glands very hard and swollen, and so ædematous

was his neck that the surface of the skin was com-
pletely level from the lower edge of lower jaw to a
point corresponding to the junction of the middle
with the lower third of the sternum and trans-
versely extending to the outer end of each clavi-
cle. He was unable to swallow food without the
greatest difficulty. The skin was hot ; not having
any thermometer in my pocket I cannot give the
exact temperature. On opening his mouth the
smell was very unpleasant ; tongue much coated,
brown, and very dry. A large mass of adventiti-
ous membrane, of a yellowish gray color occupied
the whole space between the tongue, and hard
palate, and extending to the gums all round. This
mass was quite movable, and the handle of a tea-
spoon could be easily passed between the mass
itself and the palate and all around in every direc-
tion as far back as the soft palate, showing that
this membrane must have originated at the palat-
ine arch and extended forward, forming no new at-
tachment in its progress. After examining the
case carefully I gave the parents no hopes what-
over of recovery, thinking that of course impos-
.sible.

I ordered him to take as much beef tea, mil)
and cream as possible, and one tablespoonful Of
port wine every two hours. The windows Wre
raised to afford a free current of air through the
apartment. A cold towel was then applied to hi5

neck, and three teaspoonfuls of chlorine water ad'
ministered every two hours. From this time irn'
mediate improvement commenced, and on the
i5th, mark, in ten days from the time treatent
was commenced, the throat and mouth were e'
tirely free from deposit, and presented a natural eP'
pearance, the tongue was quite clean, the exterI1
ædema had completely subsided and appetite re'
turned, in fact complete convalescence was estaf
lished.

About this time the disease attacked his brothd
-two years younger, with nearly equal severit'
He was treated precisely in a similar manner, 5
well as a third case in an adult in the same hoUse'
and all recovered with remarkable rapidity.

I have had a great number of cases under 011
care lately, all treated in a similar way with eqO
success, but none so severe as these. I use 0
local application any further than instructing
patients to retain each dose of medicine in cont"
with the diseased surface a moment or two befOt
swallowing.

I have not exaggerated these cases in the leo4
and have merely asked publication to show wh
chlorine will do alone. Dr. Kitchen stated
former issue of your paper, that the only case
lost out of fifty, was treated by chlorine. Th
cannot understand, if the mixture is made iol
same manner as we do here.

I saw a letter from a medical gentleman living i
the other side of this Province, addressèd to
brother Dr. J. B. Benson, in which he said tb
the majority of his diphtheria patients died
he commenced using the chlorine water in ac
dance with his advice, after which he had
cases of which only one died, and that Was

only one which did not take the medicine. the
My friend Dr. Baxter, of this town, told rOe

other day he had treated two cases lately '
chlorine water and the recovery was very raPI _t
deed. How is it then that the medicine Wi
produce like results in the hands of others ?
not go further to discuss the pathology thai
ly state as my opinion that the day will corne ti
all will agree that diphtheria is a purely con
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THE CAN.
tiOcal disease, manifesting itself locally, just as
chactersmall-pox, measles, and scarlet fever are,faracterizing themselves on the cutaneous sur-

face.ÿ hd¢#e.
THE EFFECT OF SMOKING.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

rOur valuable Journal for February has just
reahed iie, and I have pleasure in complimenting
iY on ts improved appearance. In glancing over
the c 0"tents, I was attracted by your article on
ahd c teer of smoking," and having been a smoker

chears of the "weed" for the past thirty.five
tr s felt personally as well as professionally in-erested. I do not wish in any way to advocate its
aid its e, as it is, at least, an unpleasant habit,

be verx i cessive use, or rather abuse, I believe to
therY injurious, and am prepared to admit that
the abusean as widespread as civilization, but I
reslt itny use it in moderation without any evil

ael, either rmentally, morally, or physically. I
tire tfled its effects on myself, by quitting it en-
di for intervals of a year and longer, at three
Shave tinmes, with an effect so slight, if any, that
feele ot been able to notice any difference in my
the Illgs Iy limited experience, however, is not
fact that wish to bring out prominently, but the

ise o my opinion, writers who oppose the
habi0 tobacco (if it have any), generally assail thest to0 Strongly, often dwarfing greater evils by un-
ut ciParisons with it,and while your article does idirec-ti do prooes by i -o so, pardon me for saying I think it
s b Implication, from the quotations you use

edIa PProingy. Having for some time wielded an
of dic quil,.I am quite aware of the disadvantage
.aer; b utg any subject with an editor in his own

rbut a ess my object is not discussion, being
Placing desire to contribute my mite to assist inî>n the subject in the grade to which it proper-

ye for an rtought you might possibly give me
unpop artic , written on the unpopular side
unPOpular subject.

oýu quote f ·the qit from Dr. Paddock, " In no instance
the c Sid of the father more strikingly visited upon
No*i n, than the sin of tobacco smoking."

" n0t this begging the question ? because it

Sr, ...
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would be highly proper first to prove that smoking
Per se, is a sin at all. In an excellent compend of
theology I find sin to be defined as " Any want of
conformity to, or violation of the law of God."
Taking this definition then as a standard of judg-
ment, and I cannot think of a better, I must em-
phatically deny that smoking is a sin, and I certain-
ly do not see any evidence of moral obliquity, in
the smoke from my cigar, which occasionally ob-
scures the page on which I am writing, nor do I
think the quotation any nearer to the truth, physi-
ologically than morally, as I purpose showing in
another part of this paper. Mr. Solly says, " I
know of no single vice which does so much harm
as smoking. I suspect smoking tobacco to be one
of the causes of that increase," (of paralysis). The
first part is similar to that which I have just criti-
cised ;. the latter part can scarcely be said to be a
model of strong reasoning or proof, as his only
conclusion is, " I suspect" it to be " one of the
causes." Dr. Munroe says, " Cancerous sores of
the lips, syphilitic affections of the throat and lips,

are results only met with but too fre-
quently," from the use of tobacco; I presume by its
connection. I find I am quite behind the age, as
I was of opinion, until a few minutes ago, that the
disease cancer was an aggregation, or deposit, and
developinent of a certain cell, known as cancer cell,
origin of which is unknown, except as here-
ditary, and that syphilis was a specific poison
in the system obtained either hereditarily, or by
actual contact with a person infected. Am I now
to believe that the use or abuse of tobacco. will
create either or both of these specific causes ? If
such faith shall be required of me, I shall need more
proof than the ipse dixit of Dr. Munroe, else I fear
I will still retain the old theories.

Your allusion to John Lizar's work I entirely
endorse, and regard as excellent many of his state-
ments, and admire his style of writing; yet I think
the work was intended to be a pobular treatise,
not sufficiently exact to be considered a strictly
scientific work, as a careful perusal will, I think,
convince anyone that many of his conclusions must
be taken cun grano salis, as a few excerpta will
prove. (I use Lindsay & Blakiston's reprint
from the 8th Edinburgh edition, 1873). On page
17 he says, "We have thus in tobacco two poisons,
rather a remarkable fact in organic chemistry, ivhen
we find, generally, only one." Did he forget opium,
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with its morphia, codeia, narcotine, &c. : nux vom
ica, with its strychnia and brucia, &c., &c. I thinl
any chemist will consider the most "remarkable'
part of the quotation to consist in the statemen
that the presence of two alkaloids in a vegetabl
is remarkable, and on page 25 we are treated to
some more of the remarkable. "A remarkable
change occurs to the excessive smoker when he
labours under influenza or fever, as he then not
only loses all relish for the pipe or cigar, but even
actually loathes them " It is remarkable since,
from the same causes, roast beef, and honey are
often held in equal dis-relish. On pages 41 and
42, " Excessive smoking has had no small share in
the degeneration of Spain, and never were men
sunk in such idleness, ignorance and apathy. I
am sorry to add that the Portuguese were in the
same degraded condition. Germany is said to be
as immersed in tobacco as Spain." Unfortunately
for the author, the late Franco-German war fails to
demonstrate the deplorable "idleness, indolence
and apathy" of the Germans. Probably had that
war occurred before the book was written, the re-
ference to Germany would not have appeared,
which, however,doesnot affect the "logic of events,"
but that can hardly be said of the "logic " of the
work under review. On page 61, "A custom
loathsome to the eye, hateful to the nose, harmful
to the brain, dangerous to the lungs, and in the
black, stinking form thereof, nearest resembling
the horrible stygian smoke of the pit that is bottom-
less." I have never beeii near enough to that pit
to be able to judge accurately as to the justice of
the comparison-a very fine rhetorical flourish-
not'quite so commendable as a specimen of logic.
As I find my paper much longer already than I
intended, I will give you but one more quotation,
although I have in mind more than I have used
equally unsatisfactory, if regarded as proofs, or
conclusive reasonings. On page 56, "The cir-
cumstance which induced Amaurath the Fourth to
to be so strict in punishing tobacco smokers, was
the dread which he entertained of the population
being thereby diminished, from the antiphrodisiac
property which he supposed tobacco to posses."
There are perhaps in the world no more inveterate
smokers than the Irish peasantry of both sexes,
and yet their children cannot be said to be " few
and far between." The few quotations I have
given from Lizars' work, I have taken at random

- from my marginal notes, written there years agOi
when 1 read the book; sufficient, I think, however,
to show that the brochure (as the author styles it)

t is not sufficiently accurate to be considered a
scientific authority ; but as a popular treatise it
I should be read by every medical man." I inten'
ded to offer arguments proving that as " sins" and
" evils," drunkenness, opium smoking and eating
(the latter a terribly growing evil, even now, Of
vast dimensions in this country) and debauchery
with syphilis, were " sins " and " evils," far
greater than smoking and chewing tobacco, in an1Y
and every sense, morally, mentally and physically'
But I find my paper already so long that, for the
present, I will content myself with having naied
those evils, but will be happy to furnish evidence
at some future time, should it be required ; meaO-
while, assuming that the "sins " and "vices" ac-
tually occupy relatively the positions I have nancd'
are not those terrible vices I have mentioned, by
such statements and implied comparisons as those
of Drs. Paddock and Solly, shorn of their gigantic
proportions, and made to appear much less enO'
mous than they really are, and as a legitimate cOa'
clusion, if the use of tobacco is the worse " sin Y
and " evil," then debauchery, drunkenness, anid
opium eating must be lesser evils, and, to be COO'

sistent, Drs. Paddock and Solly would advise q
young man to indulge in any of them, rather thae
that he should smoke a pipe or cigar, which appears
to me a reductio ad absurdum.

Yours very truly,
T. R. BUcKHAM•

Flint, Mich., Feb. 4th, 1877

REMOVAL OF URINARY CALCULI.

- (To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET )

SIR,-I was called about three months ago to
see a man suffering intense pain, the effect Of r'
tention of urine, from blocking up of the neck Of tbe
bladder by urinary calculi. He had an attack
" gravel " some ten years ago ; the cause, he '
formed me, was ascertained by the then attendi14
surgeon, to be owing to a " stone " passing to
within an inch of the end of the penis and obstract'
ing the flow of urine, necessitating relief in s0
way.

The surgeon made an opening into the uret
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'fder the penis nearly two inches from the meatus of Laval had agreed to the same until the Commit-0f the urethra; this having remained open since tee of our Local House met, and Laval-nothat oPeration, an exit for the urine. through or by a medical man, but by its Rector,At the time I was called to attend this man he the Rev. Mr. Hamel, decidedly refused to give uphad Within the previous twelve hours passed fifteen its rights, so we were floored, and although to youtIl calcul. I attempted to extract one through " it may appear somewhat singular that the repre-the smali opening but only succeeded in removing sentatives of three schools should have been over-Sotlesrnall fragments. I then took a silver cathe- powered by one," it is nevertheless the fact-andter, entered the opening, forced back the calculus, for this reason-that in this Province of Quebec

relief off t a large quantity of urine, to the great we are completely under Priest-craft and we Eng-
he patient. lish cannot do anything. The Priests are ail-

tirethra took a grooved director, passed it into the powerful and carry what they wish.
again be and cut down on the calculi that had How much longer this will last it is impossibletin been forced into the urethra by the contrac- to say. I only hope the day is not far distantan Of the bladder in expelling the urine, and with when the English portion of the Province will riseSOdinary dressing forceps extracted some ten or in its might and put an end to this oppressionelve caculi, varying in size from that of a large which you in Ontario do not feel ; but in the meangrafn of wheat to that of a "horse bean." The time we are impotent. This will explain to youid in t very much relieved, progressed favorably, why we accePted the changes to our old Bill of In-ad rn a few days attended to his usual avocation, corporation. We took ail we could get. Whether
a farniservant. I wanted him to allow me to close we will be able to obtain more in a few years re-te artificial opening and open the passage nature mains to be seen.forned for him, which he agreed to have per- Yours truly,
r at some future date "when time and M. D.

n ould permit." Montreal, 5th Feb., 1877.
Yours, &c.,

Arnprior, Jan. 27th, 1877.
A. ARMSTRONG, M.D.

TIE QUEBEC MEDICAL BILL.
To the Editor of the CANADA LANcET.

th I have always read the CANADA LANCET

Miore Pleasure, and must confess that I have, on
it; bu now ns than one, derived instruction from

ti 110w 1have to take exception to your edi-
Oedin Campbell's letter anent " The Quebec

leal Bill.»

ed rIay recollect the reason the proposed
tki.di Bill for the Dominion which occupied the
eIe ard attention of the Canadian Medical So-

ety for three years had to be dropped-was be-
aet orntained a clause for the establishment of. 'General B
nio - oard of Examiners for the Do-

Persa NOw, after years of hard work we have
Pest the French school to accede to ouradr ato have our degrees only honorary,

e entitled to the ad practicandum-and
Were led to believe that the University

A NEW REMEDY, CALLED DIGESTINE.

This is obtained from the gizzard of the domestic
fowl (chicken) and is a specific for vomiting in
pregnancy. I have used this remedy for twenty-five years, and it has never failed. It is also themost powerful and reliable remedy for the cure of
dispepsia and sick stomach caused by debility ofthat organ. It is useful in aIl cases where. the
pepsine and pancreatine are used, but with much
more certainty of its good resuits, for it puts ailthose preparations in the background.

In complicated affections of the stomach, such
as inflammation, gastralgia, pyrosis, etc., it may becombined with subnitrate of bismuth and opiates;
and in diarrhœa and cholera infantum, with as-
tringents, both vegetable and mineral. I have
given the article to several prominent physicians,who have used it with the happiest results, amongwhom I may mention Professor E. Wallace, of the
Jefferson Medical College ; he gives me the result
of seventeen cases as follows

In vomiting of pregnancy, out of nine cases he
cured six, and palliated two, and in one case the
remedy was not taken according to direction, and
therefore had no effect.

He used in seven cases of sick stornach causea
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by chronic inflammation of the uterus ; cured five,and two remained doubtful. He also used it in a
case of very obstinate sick stomach, caused by an
irreducible hernia, and says this was the only re-
medy that gave any relief,

We, who have some experience, all know that
vomiting of pregnancy is a sore affliction, and in
some cases almost unendurable, nay, indeed, put-
ing life in jeopardy; but in digestine we have a
remedy which will prove to be a great blessing to
mothers, who, as yet, think vomiting must be en-
dured as a natural consequence.

If I am able, by this publication, to induce the
medical fraternity to make use of the remedy, I
am positive that a great boon will be conferred
upon a class of sufferers who claim our sympathy.

The dose is from five to ten grains, hardly ever
more than five, except in obstinate cases. For
children, from one to five grains. My mode of
administering it is in a spoonful of water or tea, it
may be strewn on a piece of bread and covered
over with a little butter ; is is, however, nearly
tasteless. In dyspepsia and in vomiting of preg-
nancy, I direct it to be 'taken half an hour or so
before each meal. In other affections of the
stomach and bowels, every two to four hours. I
give it uncombined, except in complicated cases,as heretofore mentioned.

Messrs. Wm. R. Warner & Co., of Philadelphia,have prepared a form, designated digestine ; the
purity and good effects of which I can vouch for. 1-Dr. Scully, in lfed. &' Surg. Reporter, Phila. |

MEDICAL EVIDENCE IN COURTS
JUSTICE.

We are reminded by an article in the World of
the ioth inst., and by the evidence adduced in acase of manslaughter tried at the Central Criminal
Court on the same day, of the very grave responsi-
lities ncurred by medical men who give evidence
in a court of Justice, whether in civil or criminalcases. Our facetious contemporary deals with theformer class only, and inveighs powerfully againstthe practice that has for a long time obtained ofpitting medica men against each other in railwaycompensation cases. We do flot care to discuss
the assertion that "specialists in evidence-giving
and "habitual medical witnesses " exist, that it has
become a distinct branch of professional work, andthat "men of honor and reputation feel a naturalrepugnance to engage in any kind of contest withsuch adversaries, and protect themselves by declin-ing to go into court." We have frequently hadoccasion to allude to this subject, and it is unhap-
pily too true that the public belief in medicine and
sufgery as a science has been seriously weakened,

by hearing or reading the "witness-box" evidence
of two or more eminent men called to testify to the
degree and permanency of a railway injury. The
World suggests a remedy which is undoubtedfll
worthy of consideration. It proposes in such cases
that a report upon the case should be prepared by
independent medical assessors, to be nominated by
the judge. It must be remembered that, under
present circumstances, the plaintiff or defendant,
(as the case may be) now and then defeats his oW
cause by forcing into the witness-box a medical inao
who has declared that his evidence would be unfa'l-
orable to the side for which he was subpænaed.
Anyhow, it is discreditable to the profession that
these occasional scientific tournaments should ever
occur in a court of Justice.

The evidence to be given in a criminal case '
however, of a far more responsible character, and
in this class of cases the giving evidence is not S
matter of choice. It cannot, therefore, be too en'
phatically impressed on the mind of a medicO
witness not to go into court with a half or inco'
plete knowledge of the scientific facts of the case
The importance of this was very clearly instanced
in the case above referred to. Mr. J. S. M'Andrel
of Limehouse, gave evidence to the effect that 0
bloodvessel had been ruptured, and that there Ws
a small fracture at the base of the skull. " If he
had not seen the head, and had only examined the
heart, he should have believed the man had died
from heart disease." Mr. Justice Hawkins, before
whom the case was tried, dwelt particularly, in bis
summing-up, on the medical evidence, and sai
that when a medical man is summoned to a case
where death is supposed to have occurred fro01
violence, it is his duty to insist upon, or to ITiaecan exhaustive examination of ail the organs bef0'l
giving evidence either at an inquest or a trial. We
believe, however, that in all such cases this work
as a sort of specialty, would be more practicaly
performed by a medical assessor attached tO the
coroner's staff.-The Lancet.

A NEW FEVER COT.

Dr. G. W. Kibbee, of this city, has devised acot
for the purpose of treating patients by cold water
It is constructed with two side pieces, eight inco
vide and six feet ten inches long, ailowing r0Oor head and foot boards, and leaving six feet 5
nches in the clear. To the upper edges of thoide pieces is fastened a strong open-work C0ttoo>lanket stuif, which permits the water that
>oured over the sheet or bandage that encircl
he trunk to pass readily through and fa e uPothe
ubber cioth attached to the under edges O aside-pieces, and sloping towards the foot, s 05 t

OF
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sid o the water off into a receptacle. To the outer weeks since, for the relief of the pain and immo-able Of e wide pieces, or rails, are screwed malle- bility consequent upon an old subcoracoid luxationWhih ro castings that receive the ends of the legs of the shoulder-joint, in a patient thirty-eight yearsch cross each other below, and are so bolted to- of age. The nature of the injury was not recog-lthe as to be .moveable, allowmg the bed to be nized at the time of its receipt, and the conditioncOsed up and set away when not in use. It is so had existed for two years and four months beforecfolstructed that it can be taken apart and closely the section of the bone was made. In performingr. for transportation. ' the operation, I used the saw devised by you, havingthe r - writes: " This Fever Cot was invented in made the puncture with a long-handled tenotome.ofUthoer of 1875, during a scourging epidemic "I endeavoured to divide the bone just below
t0 fcid fever in the Willamette Valley, Oregon, the tuberosities. I believe the section was madenaciliate the use of tepid or cool water. For about the middle of the surgical neck. Not more
the Years I have been in the habit of regulating than a drachm of blood was lost, and the wound
the hat of fever patients with water, and found was closed in three days.
tepi the best effects were produced by pouring "From the day of the operation the patient hasth or moderately cool water over the trunk been free from pain, and he is gradually acquiringresses a folded sheet, or bandage of several thick- good motion in the new articulation. The result
oUnt of That method being inconvenient, on ac- is, in every way, most satisfactory; and it gives meidea o tsoilng the bedding, I at last reached the pleasure to present it to you as accomplished bydi fc is Fever Cot, which obviates the whole your method of operation.
be Poured Water, at any desired temperature, can "So far as I know, it is the first time an opera-thing but or otherwise used without wetting any- tion of this kind has been performed for the reliefswholli those articles used about the patient. It of old dislocations; and I am encouraged to be-coo Y unnecessary to descant on the value of the lieve that it can be employed with benefit in suchof aPeocess in fever, as the recent extensive use cases.-Very respectfully and truly yours,

rope• in the hospitals and private practice of "W. Adams, F.R.C.S." "J. EwING MEARS.
ande Is well known through our medical journals Professor Joseph Pancoast has also written to me

e philosophy of COL in ail fevers is fast in reference to the above case, which he carefully
tists 'g to light through the experiments by scien- sexamined six weeks after the opration, and ob-
Ize fermentation, it being found that the vital- "This morning, I was shown another case inture fors require a certain high range of tempera- which your operation was applied to the surgical
renide Or such development and reproduction as neck of the humerus, near the tuberosities. It wasf r then dangerous or fatal to life in the higher done six weeks ago; the wound healed withoutt0othe atf being. This Fever Cot is therefore offered suppuration. The case was one of unreducedWord attention of the medical profession, and the subcoracoid dislocation, in a man thirty-eight years
disco at large, as the most feasible apparatus yet old. The arms hung by his side, capable of little
Qd keepi or regulating the heat of fever patients, motion. Now, he has a good deal of motion atventiuepng it at the normal standard, thus pre- the place of section, can move his arms readilyas ben danger from infectious poisons, which, across his chest, and bring his hand up to the topan" whil proved by recent practice, can do no of the ear at the other side of the head "at 98, heerature the ise testimony thus borne by Professor Pancoast,-4fed. Record. as to the range of motion existing in the above

case, adds greatly to its interest. When the sec-
tion through the bone is made with a saw, without

SUJB .any breaking or splintering of the bone, and exten-
CJTANEOUS DIVISION OF THE sion and passive motion are employed soon after-
NECK OF THE HUMERUS. wards, and steadily persevered in, free motion may

be obtaned. In several of the cases of subcutane-
utaneous esteotomy has of late received s ous division of the neck of the thigh-bone, free

fel attention by surgeons in this country that I motion has been preserved for some years, and will
beenssured the accompanying letter, which has no doubt be permanentlymaintained.-WM. ADAMS,

recorsent to me by Dr. Mears, of Philadelphia, F.R.C.S.-British Med .outnal.
'itefding an operation successfully performed by ADr Atlee, of Phi-hlQfr the first time, will be read with interest. ADHESIONS IN OVARIOTOMY.-D.AleofPi

Or .i re ladelphia, says that cases of ovariotomy where pel-SdWalut Street, Philadelphia, Dec. 1st, 1876. vic adhesions are very firn, the proper course toeel in sub ir Sr,-Knowing the deep interest you pursue would be not to stitch the cyst to the ab-port to ycutaneous osteotomy, I beg leave to re- dominal wound, but to pull the cyst as far as pos-YOu an operation which I performed six 1 sible out of the abdomen and a l 1
C amitip, CLU
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it off, and close the wound beneath the clamp with withheld the drug on account of delirium. Speakthe greatest care. We may trust that there will be ing generally, the effect of the belladonna was tOunion between the opposing peritoneal surfaces ; diminish the insomnia so frequently present. 0ODeand, whether the sides of the sac adhere immedi- of the most noticeable effects of belladonna in theately, or, the process is more gradual, the ultimate pyrexial condition, is moistening of the tongueresuit will be entirely satisfactory. No particular effect on the skin was noted. M
far as could be determined, the diarrhœa was not
directly influenced either way, but in those casOin which the belladonna was given from an earllON BELLADONNA IN TYPHOID FEVER. stage of the disease, it appeared to be of shorW
duration. The tendency to hemorrhage is not i1'In the last volume of the St. Thomas' Hospital fluenced.-Med. de Surg. Reporter.Reports, Dr. Harley states that in enteric fever hefinds that atxv. of the succus (B.P.), given every

four or six hours, is quite sufficient to sustain thatmoderate atropism which is beneficial. When TREATMENT OF FRACTURES AT Tlrdelerium has been present, he has never found this PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL.dose increase it, but rather the reverse. In enteric,as in scarlet fever, severe congestion of the kidneys, Dr. John B. Roberts, Resident Surgeon at theand attendant albuminuria, are not uncommon Hospital, gives (Archives of Clinical Surgery, Decevents. For the prevention or relief of this condi- 1876) the following account of the method of treat-tion, belladonna is the appropriate remedy, for the ing fractures employed at this institution -whole of the atropia admitted into the body is Fractures of the lower end of the radius, whe-eliminated unchanged by the kidneys. If, there- ther Colles', above the articulation, or Bartol's,fore, the quantity of atropia be not excessive, it extending into the joint, are almost invariably adfollows that an active circulation is maintained in justed by forcible extension, and then placed in athese organs during the time they are engaged in Bond's splint, with appropriate compresses to cOrits elimination. rect deformity. Bond's splint, as you know, cOn'An analysis of the cases recorded by Dr. Harley sists of a box-like splint, in which the pronatedshows the following results :-i. As to the pyrexia forearmn is laid, while the hand is deflected to theIt appears that the rate of the pulse and the degree ulnar side, and the palm closed over a cylindric$lof temperatnre were neyer, as a rule, increased, but, block at the end. By this means the ten dencY ton the contrary, both these symptoms uniformly dragging up of the lower fragment is overcome, declined under the use of belladonna. The daily the fingers are allowed considerable motion duran4averages of the pulse above given are, considering the progress of the treatment.
the severity of the cases, certainly low. Dr. When the humerus is broken, through or juHarley thinks that the stimulant action of bella- above the condyles, an anterior right-angled splinitdonna on the heart is converted, in the pyrexial is generally employed, but when the fracture istate, into a tonic, and if not pushed too far, even situated in the shaft, an internal angular spll'ta sedative influence on the heart and blood-vessels with possibly an external pasteboard one, is applie'generally; in other words, that it isa tonic and se- If the seat of fracture, however, is near the ana'dative to the sympathetic nervous system generally. tomical neck, it is usual to use the thorax as aBy this action the capillary circulation is accel- splint, and merely bind the arm firmly against theerated, the contraction of the vessels promoted, chest; should the upper fragment tend to fall ilit0and thus the arterial tension which attends con- the axilla, it is kept in proper position by aP6gestion of the parenchymatous organs is relieved, placed in that locaity.

and a load at once removed from the heart. Dim- The treatment that seems-to give best resultsinution of temperature is the direct consequence fracture of the clavicle is the horizontal positionof these changes. As the result of the prolonged bed, with the head thrown a litte forward to siouse of belladonna after the cessation of the pyrexial the sterno--mastoid muscle. When this o ne Ostate, Dr. Harley noted an irritable debility of the treatment cannt be followed, the injury is dres5eheart, as if it had been exhausted by over-stimula with a roller-bandage or adhesive strips, so retion, and the nervous system had also shown a as to meet the indications. 
participation in this effect. The beneficial use of Taking up fractures of the lower extremitYbelladonna, therefore, lies within narrow limits as spea f fractures of the fibula. This cop,to dosage, and vigilance must be exercised lest tively unimportant injury is placed in a fraclethese limits be exceeded. As to delirium, Dr. box until swelling subsides, and then a fixed clIHarley has observed that, except in a very small sing of silicate of goda, or glue and oxide of zn d'proportion of cases, this sympton in enteric fver adjusted to the limb.
is &ot increased by belladonna, and he has never Fractures of the tibia, or tibia and fibula, Oe
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S to Pbed itlmediately in the old-fashioned fracture- attached to the amount, and measuring is rather at)O bn with foot-board and hinged sides, which, in a discount. By a series of measurements of normalthe patient aces, is then suspended, in order that limbs, made by Dr. W. C. Cox a few years ago,rue arrangn tema move about in bed without dis- it was found that there was a considerable differ-1noth abuda broken bones. Compound fractures, ence in many cases where no injury had everran. discharge, are kept covered with occurred. In fifty-four cases accurately measuredy Was so mutwo such cases, recently admitted, there only six showed the same length in both limbsLrl fr en uch overlapping and displacement of the while fifteen cases showed a difference of half anite- olents that Dr. Morton resected the ends, and, inch or more between the two legs. The smallestOne case wired the bones together. amount of variation was one-eighth of an inchîtsouge the fracture-box is generally employed, while the greatest reached seven-eights of an inch'the aS not absolute. If the bones be broken at (American journal of the Medical Sciences April,tres -joint, with lateral displacement, Dupuy- 1875.) As this has been well established, it seemssed.Plnt and pad for fracture of the fibula are useless to become agitated over shortening of one-ractur a recent instance, where the line of sixteenth of an inch after fracture of the femur,thure sPlit off the external portion of the tibia, which, by the way, may make the limbs more uni-ho ~ lb out 'fvl

ie buia aiso w ving the internal malleolus, and the form than they were previous to the occurrence ofet bac as broken, there was a great displace- the fracture.tenotowards and outwards, which necessitated The plaster of Paris dressing is seldom usedcation Y Of the tendon of Achilles and the appli- except in cases of delirium tremens, when a rapidthe le Dupuytren's splint on the inner side of setting and solidifying is required to keep the bonesracture f b steady, and preclude the possibility of the injuryyi eturg th the patella has usually been treated being made compound. Solution of silicate ofdon the whole limb on the pelvis, and draw- soda is always ready, is so clean, and is appliedd an e upper fragment by adhesive strips with such facility that it is generally preferred, not-ast tid ag S. Recently, however, Dr. Morton withstanding the fact that it takes several hours toi a gaigne's hooks, without próducing any become firm. The glue and oxide of zinc dressing
Perfect ap trouble, and has obtained far more of Dr. Levis is employed quite frequently also, thea pposition under their application. latter ingredient being added in the proportion oftted cases of fracture of the femur are ad- one part to eight or ten of glue, in order to increasethoug and are treated generally by extension, the rapidity of hardening. None of these forms ofre int of the surgeons prefers Smith's anterior fixed dressing, however, are applied immediately,he -S 0f b The extension apparatus is applied by as done in New York, but the patient is confiedesiv plas ngitudinal and transverse strips of ad- to bed for a series of days until pain and tume-fraewrker, to which is attached an iron crib, or faction have subsided, and offen until considerable
eights. ' containing any number of one pound union has occurred.-Med. News & Library.rore * n some cases, instead of the plaster, a

bckl Pensive arrangement of leather straps andweights is applied in a similar manner, and theis attached to the foot-pieces. The injured A READY METHOD OF TESTING URINEbeigh then steadied by sandbags or Levis's FOR ALBUMEN.es plints, which consist of long narrow
erough thetaminng a row of bricks. Fractures Mr. W. Henry Kesteven recommends (Medy the neck of the femur, owing to the difi- Times and Gaz., Dec. 23, 1876) the followingIrtra- c aking an absolute diagnosis of extra or method. Take a piece of thin glass, such as is,eral Pelek esion, are treated by extension for ordinarily used for microscopical covers; abouto is abo'until it is determined whether or not one inch square is the best size. On the surfacelong ao to occur. In a case treated not of this, slightly to one side of the centre, placeProved iagnosis of intra-capsular fracture about two drops of the urine to be tested ; on thePt'oren not only by the treatment, but by the other side of the centre place one drop of nitricýt.r th recy xamination made two or three months acid. By gently inclining the glass the two fluidst tece p t of injury. There was not the will mix, and any precipitate that is formed will bebee artat union, and the end of the head readily seen when the acid fumes have passed off.t¡ 4 t Partally absorbed. The anterior wire The precipitate may be rendered more apparentthi, Sed by Dr. Hewson for fractures of the by covering the reverse side of the glass withtro t mornetimes of the leg, and, while con- Brunswick black or some other such pigment.edo te Proximal joints, gives the patient greater Another method of using the thin glass cover isein 0f erdotion during treatment. one which will be found particularly handy for useer,r reay to shortening after fracture of the at the bedside. The urine should be placed on

2't Iay be said that but little importance is the cover as above and then, with an ordinary pair2
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f- ~ 's~ ocptesi Igassol ehl offengan ftefre n wnyris0

o rsersrestesip of gls hudSov~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s orse n tocp tes hel the ltterngrains of the former and twent ra nsheover the flame of a candie. By so doing the aibu- the latter, given in enema as before anmen, if present, vill be precipitated, and rendered wound was dressed with a solution of chloral hyplainly visible by the blackening of the glass with drate, ten grains to the ounce of water. Forthe smoke of the candle. This last method should several days the condition of the boy graduallYbe practised with care, as, if the glass is held too grew worse ; a marked but intermittent tendency toclose to the flame, violent ebullition of the urine opisthotonos soon showed itself and his tonguetakes place, with rapid evaporation. The value of was several times badly bitten by spasmodic closurethe use of these thin glass covers for this purpose of the jas. He was given stimulants, but in theconsists mainly in the ready way in which the urine way of food could take nothing but liquids an1dcan be tested by means of them. It is very easy semi-solids. The enemas of choral and bromideto carry a few of them in the pocket-case for use were given as occasion required, sometimes oftefl"by those who prefer the warm method of testing; than once in three hours, so as to keep the boYthe urine cold with the acid, a box could easily be completely under their influence, in fact almostcontrived which would carry one or two blackened narcotized. As long as he was thus kept the SP-covers and some nitric acid.-Med. News. modic contractions of the muscles were controlled'
the patient being drowsy most of the time. Auf
source of irritation, however, such as the endeavor
to take food or being moved or handled, was almlost
sure to bring on an attack of muscular contracti!'rTETANUS-FREE USE 0F CHLORAL AND more especially in the muscles of the jaws and OfBROMIDE-RECOVERY. the back of the neck. The tendency to opisto-
tonos became more constant, the boy lying in bedC. G., aged eleven years, entered the Massa- with his back slightly arched. After the flrst feWchussetts Gen. hospital with an injury to the right days he showed the erythematous blush of the Ski!arm, received half an hour previously. The wound due to the influence of the chloral, and at tinme'made by a carding-machine, was a superficial tear his pulse became very rapid and his pupils contrac'in front of the elbow-joint. A flap of skin of the ted. On September 6th, ten days after the appeasize of the palm of the hand had been completely ance of the disease, there began to be some dir0'iwrenched away from the inner angle of the arm, nution in the violence and frequency of the spas0'exposing the superficial muscles and nerves, one or and some improvement in the general subjectivetwo of the latter lying torn and bare in the wound. feelings of the patient. On the next day, howe'eNo vessel of any size was wounded, and the elbow- his mother, contrary to the most strongly expressedjoint was uninjured. The arm was placed on an advice, insisted on taking the boy home Aboexternal angular splint, and the wound dressed with a month afterward she reappeared with him.simple water dressing. All went well till the fifth had entirely recovered, after having had seveday, when the wound and parts adjacent became attacks of muscular spasm since leaving the ho$'swollen and inflamed. A poultice was applied. In pital. Throughout the whole of the d sease thetwo days the inflammation and swelling had sub- wound looked well, and was almost entirely healesided, but the wound looked dirty and was covered when the boy came back.with tough, adherent sloughs. A dressing of In ten days this boy, aged eleven years, had o"acid-wash" was substituted for the poultice. The chloral hydrate eight hundred and five grains, Wlook of things now speedily improved, and in two of bromide of potassium one thousand one hadays the wound was clean and healthy. The first dred and fifty grains, being an average of eightsign of tetanus was noticed August 27th, thirteen grains of the former and one hundred and fiftedays after entrance. Complaint was first made of grains of the latter every twenty-four hours.---Bs/stiffness in the jaws, pain in the back of the neck, Med. jour.and much difficulty in chewing and swallowingfood. There was no marked febrile disturbance.A blister was applied to the inner side of the arm EXCISION 0F THE HEAD 0F Tileabove the wound over the course of the nerves, iH EHA O T

and enemas of ten grains of bromide of potassium HUMERUS.and seven grains of chl oral hydrate in one ounce of The following clinic by Prof. Gross, we COPYwater were given every three hours. The next day from the Philadelphia Med. Times. 1there was no improvement, the patient not being "The patient now before you is a medable to open his jaws more than an inch, and hav- gentleman, 26 years of age, who, three years 4ing cramp-like pains in the calves of his legs. was thrown from his buggy on his right sho"lAnother blister was applied to the arm, and also receiving a severe contusion, followed by the.u5to the neck over the course of the brachial plexus symptoms of inflammation. You observe a cicati%o? nerves. The chlorai and bromide were increased situated about the middle of the arm, at which
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Ora nformed, there was a continuous discharge the flap operation. The elder Prof. Pancoastfaiet and a half, begmmnng soon after the makes a curvilinear incision. These methods af-achyled After the part healed the joint was ford the surgeon ready access to the joint, andshould re About six months ago the same enable him to effect excision with the greatest faci-Otice twoceived a smlar injury. You now lity; but they all have the disadvantage of inflict-Slrface of t istulous openings upon the anterior ing severe injury upon the deltoid muscle in con-Is a c he injured shoulder, from which there sequence of the division of its fibres. The simpleintrtdant discharge of a fetid character. On vertical incision that I am in the habit of ising isst'uclng the probe, I find that one of these free from this objection. The incision is begunWhi ous tracts leads directly into the articulation, just below the acromion process, and is carriedcOid proce her inclines upward towards the cora- down through the belly of the deltoid muscle toalt theass. By firmly grasping the scapula, and within a short distance of its inferior attachmentat the io By firmlyntJia has e time moving the arm, you observe the After the parts are exposed it is of primary impor-Wasteds rost its functions. The deltoid muscle is tance to detach the periosteum, which is indispen-terieom the joint effect of disease and want of sable to the formation of a new bone. We mustcTe , avoid cutting the long head of the biceps muscle.tells us patient s general health is good. He You notice, as I cut down upon the parts, thatOw o never had disease of any kind, and there is considerable hemorrhage, due t the indha• ofc no hereditary taint. rated condition of the tissues from plastic deposits,tioAnchylosis is generally produced by inflamma- which prevents retraction of the vessels. You wiliri it synovial membrane, with .plastic deposits observe in this case the use of acupressure in con-ris rface. It may arise from all kinds of trolling hemorrhage. After the tissnes are allRivingrse In this patient there was a contusion separated by rotating the arm, there is little diffi-t rise to synovitis, and an effusion of plastic culty in protruding and removing the head of theueso This matter became organized, bands of humerus. Other things being equal, the smallera formed, and the joint became fixed and the portion of bone removed, the less impairment ofpe *ovable. The inflammation extended to the function will there be liable to follow. I find therticular cand necrosis and absorption of the glenoid cavity effaced, the articular cartilage on theWaseffl artlages took place. The glenoid cavity head of the humerus destroyed, and some soften-nbca, and the tissues within and around the ing of the osseous tissue. A cold compress wlllorganizecae roughened and bound down by be applied to the wound for a couple of hours.When hlasma. The parts will then be brought together and re-

the l e the anchylosis is of recent standing, tained by a few interrupted sutures, an oil-tentxtent ad hesions are weak and of limited being placed in the most dependent part to facili-n its strutwhen the joint is not too complicated tate drainage. The limb will be firmly secured tothe Structure, a reasonable hope of breaking up the body by adhesive strips assisted by the rollera1ctionsy adhesions and re-establishing the and suffering relieved by a hypodermic injectruders of the joint may be entertained ; but of morphia.
to a PPOsite circumstances it is useless to resort " [The patient was again before the class, sixly Per t short of excision as likely to be of weeks subsequent to the operation, and on the evehead Peo ient benefit. Necrosis and caries of the of his departure for his home in California. TheaplOf the humerus and contiguous surface of parts were in good condition, the patient havingd reder the most common reason for resection, suffered no untoward symptoms. ''he wound waselbe rlir the operation necessary in this case. closed, with the exception of a small point at theti Illortality from excision of the shoulder and most dependent part, from which there was still aVely Joi.tsy even in traumatic cases, is compara- slight discharge of a healthy character.-w. A. j. ]h 1rinif cant, while excision of the wrist andgero frequently prove fatal. It is more dan-ci the knee than in the hip, and from ex-of the ankle joint very few recover. Exci- MAMMARY ABSCESS DURING PREG-ocefl head of the humerus was performed NANCY.rtoretore by Prof. Warren, formerly of Balti-

ehead relieve the pain caused by pressure of Mrs. W., sixteen years of age, primipara. Dur-perve of that bone upon the axillary plexus of ing her pregnancy her general condition had beent'of Bl ackan unreduced dislocation. The late apparently remarkably good. No cause could be%erat. ackian, of Cincinnati performed a similar assigned for the local trouble in the breast. When'frhent ehually happy results, on account about seven and a half months pregnant she beganIeflatic arthritis. to complain of slight occasional pains in the righthle' e are several methods of exposing the breast. She paid no special attention to it for aie prefer the V-shaped incision, others week or two, when she noticed a slight enlarge-
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ment in the size of the breast as compared with
the left one. Both breasts were naturally large.
On examining one day she discovered a slight loca
tenderness just within the circle of the areola.
The breast very gradually increased in size, the
pain became more constant and more severe in
character, and the tenderness over the spot alluded
to, very marked. About eight days before her
confinement I saw her for the first time, the pain
having been so severe as to prevent her from sleep-
ing the two previous nights. On examination the
breast appeared nearly a third larger than the left
one, and was decidedly firm and tender to the
touch. There were no signs of any inflammatory
action about it. Just within the areola was a soft,
bulging point, at which fluctuation could be de-
teeted. The glands in the axilla were enlarged
and tender. A free incision was made and half
a tumblerful of healthy pus was evacuated. A
linseed-meal poultice was ordered. Immediate
relief followed the operation. Two days later a
fluctuating point was detected about two inches
below the seat of the incision. A second opening
was made, and a seton was introduced, connecting
the two openings. The case did remarkably well,
and the seton removed in six days after her con-
finement, which occurred the seventh day after I
made the first opening.

The point of interest in the case was as to what
should be the proper course to pursue as to nursing
the child. In this case, as it turned out, the ques-
tion as to the best method of procedure did not
arise, the patient having no milk in either breast.
I had made up my mind that it would be best not
to attempt nursing even with the unaffected breast,
lest the act of nursing should, owing to sympathy,
create additional disturbance in the breast which
had been the seat of the abscess.-Boston Medical
and Surgical _ournal.-Ibid.

RUPTURE OF THE UTERUS--ESCAPE OF
CHILD INTO THE RECTUM-DELIV-
ERY BY FORCEPS PER ANUM.

Dr. Fitzek, of Lispitz, relates the following case
(V. Med. Chirurg. Ceitral-Blatt, Ap. 14, 1876, and
Algem. Wein. Med. Zeit., No. 17). The patient,
a small, weakly person, was delivered of the first
child at 24, by perforation and forceps, owing to
contracted pelvis. After ii years, her accouch-
ment again came round. Dr. Fitzek was sum-
moned, and informed that on Nov. 9 the pains
began, that they increased in intensity up to the
ith, and disappeared on the 15th. The waters
escaped on the 15th ; from that day the bowels did
not act, in spite of enemas, and the urine only
passed dropwise. The patient exhibited all the
syffiptoms of being in a most critical condition.

The vaginal examination was difficult, as the finger
could only pass about two inches, the space beilg

l occupied by a large round substance in the poste
rior. Careful examination enabled the suture Of
the head to be felt, and when the finger was passed
about four inches up the rectum it ascertained that
the head lay in it, and was colder than the sur-
rounding parts ; the face being directed forwards.
After drawing off a large quantity of urine, an el-
deavor was made to push the head back into the
uterus, but as it was fast, this was impossible. Ulti-
mately the forceps were applied, and the child e
tracted per anum, a serious rupture occurring dur-
ing the operation. The placenta was expelled after
an hour by the same way. The wound was united
by suture, and after twelve days seemed healed,
during which time the patient improved. The
lochia flowed both by vagina and anus ; after al
injection of arg. nitr. they lost the unhealthy colOr
they had assumed. In six weeks the patient Was
convalescent. The child was at full term, but had
evidently been dead some time. Dr. Fitzek co0-
sidered the case undoubtedly one of rupture of the
uterus, at the place where the uterus is connected
with the rectum by the peritoneum (ligt. recto-
uterin ), a very rare occurrence. [It is not stated
that the seat of rupture was actually ascertained,
or that it did not occur through the vaginal wall
into the rectum, at a high point.]-Nashville MoUf'
nai of Medicine.

NATURE AND TREATMENT OF PERNI'
CIOUS ANÆMIA.

The translation of a lecture on this subject, by
Professor Quincke, has lately appeared in the
Medical Times and Gazette, No. 1,372 and pr.
Bradbury, of Cambridge, gives a clinical lecture 011
the subject in the British Med. journal, No. 835-
Professor Quincke remarks that the disease occUr5
with relative frequency in pregnancy, and that it iS
not unfrequently produced by other influences, sech
as habitual alcoholism, repeated epistaxis, typhoid
fever, and protracted catarrh of the stomach a'O
intestines. When the disease has reached a cer-
thin stage it leads to dyspepsia, vomiting, and
diarrhœa. There is always a diminution in the,
total quantity of blood. The red corpuscles .a
several of Quincke's cases were egg-shaped, OVO'
crescentic, and sometimes drawn out into a pointed
process, and amongst them were a number of ti'3y
yellowish particles. The white corpuscles Wer
abundant-there was relative leucocytosis. There
is some reason for believing that the red corpusces
may be destroyed in excess in the liver, as th'5

organ was found to contain a remarkably large
proportion of iron. Defective formation of ne<
corpuscles (anhæmatosis) and increased destru'
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of the elements of the blood (hæmophthisis)IrPresen h -L ,fo T nt the two chief to which the disease con-
other areatment, according to Quincke, as in
of the d melæ, must be directed against the cause
food t isease. The hygenic surroundings and

diet, rT ust be attended to. Next to a well-selected
hi thydrochloric acid, rhubarb, and gentian gave

n the best results; preparations of iron were
cor PUse when the functions of the stomach were
Present erestored. In cases in which fever was
cen quinine was given, and during convales-
fce lukewarm baths were ordered. Transfusion

Br auan blood was not followed by success. Dr.
Wa ry s case which occurred in a man æt. forty,

tYical. The disease had lasted eighteen
annths, and commenced with jaundice, giddiness,
tha nausea. Examination of the blood showedtat therdc
nhb e red corpuscles were few, but the relative

''e of the white corpuscles was not increased.
ichhinutive red corpuscles, considered by

Weorst to be pathognomonic of the disease,
and Present. Phosphorus, perchloride of iron,
the paieful dietng were unsuccessfully tried, and
at Patient ultimately died. Post-mortem examin-were softwed that both the liver and the spleen

and swollen.--Practitzoner.

OPiUg IN THE TREATMENT OF RIGID
OS UTERI.

into ften happens that when new remedies come
agentu e some of our elder and most reputed
treatrare apt to be neglected. Opium in the
ri id or e of tedious labours, depending upon a
feuetl ontracted state of the os uteri, is not so
chloral oresorted to now as it formerly was,
I the or.choroform being often used in its place.

br. ' g na Medical Monthly for November,
Profes POins McElroy calls the attention of the
f tI o the subject by a clinical illustration

he as views and practice. In reference to his case
0f rigiitWhy is this woman's os uteri in this state

a c4o r constant tension ? Is it a pathologi-
choofoon, to be changed by lancet, hip-baths,choîoforj

e had t, &c. ? " Undoubtedly the os in this
to contha te physiological function of contraction
analogon t e contents of the womb, in all respects
ladrus to that of the sphincter of the bowel and

eri, s ose physiological design is contraction.
oftie, rathen, therefore, is a natural process out

It is sim ler than a pathological one." .intende tPly a misapplication of a natural force
V try,, to accomplish an important end-deli-
th d obtain restrain this misapplication of force,the Oein a co-operatlon of all available force for

e.ourse Petion of labour, the profession has had
Which Wlt varous measures, but the one remedy

almost certainly effect this purpose is
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opium, and it is upon this agent that Dr. McElroy
relies in the management of such cases.

A propos of this subject, and of the remark just
made about our partiality for new remedies, Dr.
Agnew, has in the same journal, a paper on the use
of gelseminum for dilatation of the cervix uteri in
the non-puerperal state. He says he has found it
successful in two or three cases where even very
snall instruments could not be introduced, and it
appears from a note to this paper that Dr. R. S.
Payne, U.S., had nearly two years ago found it to
be of value in two cases of rigid os uteri and
sphincter perinei. Whether, however, this opinion
will be endorsed by the experience of other prac-
titioners has still to be proved. (Medical Press and
Circular, December 20, 1876.)

SURGERY IN EGYPT.

The following is a brief abstract of the diary of
an English surgeon travelling on the Nile:-

" It soon got noised abroad that a hakim (doctor)
was aboard, and the halt and the blind literally
flocked for help, the very poor coming empty-
handed, those better off bringing sheep, meat,
bread, fruit, vegetables, trinkets, whilst the well-to-
do brought money, gold finger rings and nose rings,
all of the unalloyed metal, for these are the gold
coin of the Soudan. One woman, a widow-farmer,
owning many slaves-though it is commonly sup-
posed that slavery is non-existent in Egypt--
applied (just in time for amputation) with a frac-
tured fore-arm, the bones protruding, and gangrene
creeping beyond the elbow. Two men with stone
were lithotomized, and Dr. Lowe performed three
operations for cataract. He found excellent assist-
ants in two engineers of the expedition, one of
whom chloroformed the patients, and the other,
having lived in a doctorless district in India, where
he conducted an extensive amateur practice, held
the staff in the lithotomy operations, and otherwise
rendered efficient assistance. Dr. Lowe was con-
strained to depart the day after these operations,
leaving them to chance, though confident they
would do well, owing to the surprising power of re-
covery from surgical injury manifested by the Arab
constitution. Three months afterward he learnt
that, excepting one case of cataract with rotten
cornea, all these patients made good recoveries.

" As the expedition could stay only a few hours
at each town, Dr. Lowe found it impossible to
attend to half the cases, and he was obliged reluct-
antly to deny assistance to a large number of
miserable sufferers. It was piteous to be forced to
turn a deaf ear to their supplications. Some pur-
sued Dr. Lowe in boats, others chased him on
camels along the river-side for two days; and one
poor old man was carried for three days on camel-
back in the vain hope of obtaining surgical help."
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The statement made by a writer in the Brtish
Medical journal that a young surgeon travelling
for his health in Egypt could earn sufficient money
to pay for his trip is undoubtedly correct, as any
traveller on the Nile could testify.-Boston Med.
andSurg. journal.

ABORTION IN ENTERIC FEVER.

Speaking of the complications and sequelæ of
enteric fever, Murchison remarks (p. 58o, Ed. II.)
that " According to Rokitansky and Niemeyer,
pregnancy confers almost entire immunity from
enteric fever; but the correctness of this opinion
has been denied by Forget, Jenner, Griesinger,
&c., and I have met with many instances of preg-
iant females attacked by the disease. Pregnancy

is a less formidable complication than is commonly
imagined, or than it was stated to be in the first
edition of this work, nor does abortion or miscar-
riage necessarily take place."

The following case, which came under my care,
illustrates the truth of Murchison's experience,
and as it aids in disproving the general German
belief, it may not be uninteresting:-

Mrs. D., æt. 27, was admitted on the i8th July,
1876, with well-marked enteric fever. It could
not be accurately ascertained when the attack ac-
tually commenced, but the patient had been in bed
about three weeks.

On admission, her pulse was 120. The typical
rosy, lenticular spots were visible on the abdomen,
and her tongue was dry, deeply seamed and
covered with a pale yellow fur. Before admission,
she had had profuse diarrhea. This had ceased,
but, in other respects, her stools were of the enteric
type. Pain, on pressure over abdomen (not local-
ized at any particular point), was removed by a
poultice. She had also a troublesome cough and
rusty sputa. Auscultation of the chest discovered
sibilant and sonorous râles at both apices.

According to the patient's own statement she
was between three and four months pregnant.

On the day after admission, she was rather deli-
rious, and her temperature being high, she was
sponged frequently with cold water. On the 24th
(that is, six days after admission) when patient was
mending somewhat, my attention was directed to
a small quantity of blood stated to have been dis-
charged from the vagina during the night. My
first thought was that the hæmorrhage was from the
bowel, but this was found not to be the case.
There was no pain. An examination, both by the
inger and by the speculum, revealed nothing ab-

normal, and the os uteri was firmly closed. On
account of the state of the lungs it was deemed in-
adisable to give an opiate, but cold wet cloths
were applied to the abdomen and vulva. The

discharge, though diminished in quantity, continued
on the three following nights.

On the ist of August (the discharge having 10
the interval been completely arrested) I found P-
tient complaining of pains in her abdomen and Of
hæmorrhage from vagina-both having continued
for about an hour. On the patient getting up to
stool, a large clot of blood came away. On mak-
ing a digital examination per vaginam, I found the
os uteri dilated sufficiently to admit the tips Of
three fingers; two fingers could be inserted with
ease. The membranes and a part of the placelt
were presenting. A drachm of ext. ergote liq
(B.P.) was given. The pains were coming at
regular intervals, and I endeavored to dilate the*09
with my fingers. This causing the patient paine
chloroform was administered ; but the attempt to
dilate the os further failed. I ruptured the mefr'
branes and speedily brought away the fœtus, which
was dead. Some difficulty was experienced in the
extraction of the placenta, but ultimately this, toOr
was brought away with the exception of a veil
small portion.

After the operation, cold water was injected into
uterus and vagina, a cold compress applied above
the pubis, and cold cloths every half-hour to the
vulva. Patient also got half-a-drachm ext. ergote
liq. and a little brandy.

She slept well during the night, and there was
very little discharge. The treatment that followed
was expectant. For the two days following the
operation there was slight tenderness over the
uterus, and on each of these days a turpentine
stupe was applied. She received three grains of
calomel and half-a-grain of opium every three
hours. A weak solution of carbolic acid (about .
in 6o) was injected into the vagina every four hoUls'
She was not permitted to get up to stool; and her
diet consisted of milk, chicken soup, a morsel O
toast, and 8 oz. port wine.

The discharge that followed was quite natural.
She immediately began to recover; and on the
eighth day after the abortion was permitted to get
out of bed. Two days later, she was in the oPeo
air; and on the 26th of August was dismissed Per-
fectly well, after having been in the Hospital for
five weeks.

It may be remarked that this patient had had
three children and no previous miscarriage. 0
removing the foetus, it was seen to be about the
fourth month, and seemed to have been dead f0
several days. Whether the destruction of th"
fœtus was due to the hæmorrhage or to the specific
poison of enteric fever, it is hard to say. It appea
to me, however, to be most probable that deth,
resulting fron the poisonous influence of the r0e'
ternal blood, caused the body of the fœtus to act *
a foreign body and thus excite reflex action. The
severity of the hæmorrhage was no doubt due ta
the partial placenta prævia that existed.
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bySice writing the above, I have been informed
thr r. J. M. Barbour, my predecessor, that ofee cases of abortion in enteric fever which came

e is notice, there were two recoveries.-(Dr.
ce, in Glasgow Med. journal.

TREATMENT OF PHOSPHORUS
POISONING.

is Tbe treatment of cases of phosphorus-poisoning
th Very satisfactory. The stomach should be

0QOughly evacuated. The best emetic appears to
G sulphate of copper, inasmuch as Eulenberg,prttrann, and Bamberger have shown that phos-
th Or s quickly combines with the copper to form
of p s active phosphides. The minute particles(f PhOsphorus adhere very closely to the mucous
renrane, and can only be dislodged by chemical
chs. Hydrated magnesia, lime-water, liquor
ienl, and chloride ot lime have been recom-
be Of as oxidizers, but their action is too slow to

id any use. -Turpentine appears to be the best
spQdote. It unites with the phosphorus to form a
in ethaceti-like, crystalline mass, which is soluble
beeler, alcohol, and alkaline solutions, and can
inj einated unchanged by the kidneys, without

atiOrng them. Perhaps it also promotes the oxi-
1Ork of a portion. Our late lamented fellow-

the er (Dr. Letheby) was the first to observe that

thp f turpentine prevented the action of
th osphorus fumes on the artizans exposed to

blih MM. Andant and Personne soon afterwards
cases showing the power of turpentine to

have -Phosphorus-poisoning, and numerous cases
It s'e been recorded showing its value.

ti seems that the common commercial turpen-
ri.hest .e most effective, probably because it is the
air, ini Ozone from having been exposed to the
generaturpentine appears also to prevent fatty de-
to th natiO of the tissues. To repair the damage

SbloOd Jurgensen has employed with success
iskeusiOn, and Dr. Roussel's improved apparatus

Shouis operation more available than before.Osschard and Dybkowsky attribute the poison-
sues ectsof phosphorus to its depriving the tis-
etted h oxygen by being converted into phosphor-
the ydrogen, and this into phosphoric acid at
fedspense of the blood, and then the tissues it

sb The readiness with which phosphorus
that ales with all fatty matters renders it imperative
the failTial fatssolOod ts should be wholly excluded from
Olid Of patients recovering from poisoning by

Phorus.-The Doctor.

~IPho ONNA AS A CERÊBRAL STIMULANT.-Dr.
ked1 1  Jewett, in a paper before the Maine
0t Ia' ssociation, maintains that belladonna is

Sinple narçotic only, as has been generally

supposed, but a brain stimulant and tonic of the
first order. It is the special and appropriate
remedy for congestion and inflammation of the
brain, or for the debility of which they are the re-
sults. It is also the remedy for many affections,
congestions, inflammations, and perverted action of
many organs whose integrity is dependent upon a
normal condition of the brain.-Med. Brief

FORMULA.

[Communicated by various practitioners.]

e Ammoniæ hydrochloratis........ 3ss;
Spiritus ætheris comp......... . 3ss;
Elixir glycyrrhizæ ........... iijss.

Sig. Dessertspoonful to tablespoonful every four
hours in Asthmatic Cough.

1 Fluid extract ergot....... .... ss;
Tinct. cantharides........... 3ss;
Tinct. ferri muriat......... .. ss.

Sig. Twenty to thirty drops in water three
times a day. For Gleet.

Take of bichloride of mercury, i part; alum, 20
parts; starch, ioo parts; water, 2,500 parts. Mix-
Apply freely to parts in Pruritus Vulvæ.

CHLORAL PLASTER.

"Dr. Solari, of Marsailles," says the Medical Ex-
aminer, "recommends the chloral plaster as an excel-
lent application in cases of neuralgia, and of pains
resulting from exposure to cold. The plaster is
easily prepared by powdering the chloral over a
common pitch plaster, one or two scruples of the
chloral for every four square inches of plaster, care
being taken not to incorporate the chloral with the
pitch.

PHOSPHORUS PILLS.

In the British Medical Journal Mr. Wm. Mar-
tindale gives the following directions for making
pills of phosphorus with the oil of theobroma,
which he recommends to be used when patients
cannot be got to take phosphorized almond oil.
One per cent of phosphorus may be obtained in
the following way: Having melted the oil con-
tained in a wide-mouthed bottle placed in a water-
bath, add the phosphorus, and partly closing the
mouth of the bottle heat till this too melts and the
temperature of the mixture becomes about 18o°
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Fahr.; then cork it tightly, and with a little brisk
agitation the phosphorus will dissolve almost imme-
diately. Allow the fluid to cool and solidify; and
having in this condition divided it into suitable lots
for rolling, beat each in a mortar before applying it
to the machine, and work off quickly. A three-
grain pill will contain one-thirty-third of a grain of
phosphorus. They may be coated with a solution
of sandarac in absolute alcohol in the following
manner: place the pills in a covered pot and pour
upon them a few drops of the solution; agitate
well, and tum them out upon a slab; separate them
from each other, and allow them to dry in
the air.

HYDROBROMIC-ACID CoUGH MIXTURE.

Dr. J. Milner Fothergill says the following is a
really charming cough mixture, efficient as well as
palatable :

Z Sp. chloroformi.....................
Acid. hydrobromic...............
Syr. scill .................
A qu . ...... ....................

mxx.
fl.3ss•
fla3i;
ad fl.,ji.

Ter in die. Any other acid is, he says, very
agreeable; but the hydrobromic, from the effect of
bromine upon reflex mechanism, allays the
cough often so troublesome. It possesses much
the same action as opium, without the ill effects
upon the digestive organs or the bronchial secre-
tion.-Lou. Med. News.

TAPPING IN OVARIAN DISEASE.

.Tapping an ovarian tumor is always attended
with danger, and ought not to be resorted to with-
out important reasons. This operation is especially
hazardous in the polycystic variety.

"It is allowable in monocysts, when the diag-
nosis is doubtful, for the purpose of deciding the
nature of the fluctuating mass.

When the collection of fluid is very great and
the patient in an exhausted condition, by evacuat-
ing it the patient will generally recruit under proper
treatment. She will then bear ovariotomy better.

If for any reason ovariotomy is impracticable,
we may often palliate the suffering and prolong
the life of the patient by tapping one or more
times, as the case may require.

"Again, there is another condition, not very
rare, in which tapping may be relied on as cura-
tive, i.e., when the vitality of the tumor is decreas-
ing. This condition is more frequently observed
in patients somewhat advanced in years, and is
itcognizable by what I would denominate tenta-

tive tapping, or the history of the case connected
with this operation. If after several evacuati05
the length of time in which the tumor fills up is
increasing, we may expect by repetition of the
operations the vitality of the growth will be ee'
hausted and eventually will not fill again. I haVe
seen two remarkable instances of this kind, il'
which the patients recovered after they had bee'
tapped a number of times."-Chicago Med.Journa'.

INDICATIONS FOR OVARIOTOMY.

"We are justified in the performance of ovario
tomy only when the patient's health is becoIning
impaired in consequence of the presence of the
tumor. This will occur when it is large enough t
press mischievously upon the vital organs.
course other indications, under special circunstai'
ces, may determine the propriety of the operatio,
but it would not be expedient here to enter upO0

the consideration of them, as it would require t00

much space.
'- Ovariotomy should not be thought of until the

diagnosis is so clearly demonstrated as to leave 0
doubt in the mind of the operator.

Mr. Bryant, surgeon to Guy's hospital, thinl
that tapping should be omitted in the majoritYO
cases, unless needed for the purpose of diagnosce
Spencer Wells, however, whose vast experience
gives weight to his opinion, thinks that previo
tapping does not materially affect the safety Of
subsequent ovariotomv.

My Bryant thinks that ovariotomy should b
performed in almost ail cases of benign polycstic
ovarian tumor, except when the patient's health·
so broken down as to render it nearly certain th>
she will not endure the operation. As to the tidl
to be selected he thinks ovariotomy should not be
thought of until the health of the patient begins to
suffer seriously from the growth of the tumor.

Jonathan Hutchinson discourages mere tappi'I'
but speaks favorably of injections of iodine in the
few unilocular cases. He favors ovarioto0l
strongly in proper cases, and reckons the risk "
about 33 per cent.

Spencer Wells, and all the other great ovariotol
ists, of course favor the operation in proper cae
and it is scarcely worth while to quote agaiO
their decisive authority, the crude objections of l
experienced men in the earlier years of the disco
sion of this subject.-Chicago Med. Journal.

NITRIc AcID INJECTIONS AFTER LITHOTRI '
The following case came under the observatiOn-
R. Harrison at the Liverpool Infirmary. Exaff
nation of the patient having revealed the existe'"
of a rounded stone two and a quarter inches 
diameter in the bladder, this was crushed a 1M'
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ber of
f.t.ed , but the phosphatic deposit repeatedly
after c again. Analysis of the urine, two days
lae crushing, on one occasion showed a very
half proportion of phosphates. One day later,
of d Pint of tepid water containing two drachms
'he "ute nitric acid was injected into the bladder.

eruine collected the day following containedearly twice as much phosphatic matter, showing a
Trked solution of the stone to have taken place.

injections were repeated nine times afterPerating with the lithothrite. Under this treat-
thetIt the patient made a good recovery, and leftsenfiriary quite well. Mr. Harrison says, "Thef f the acid appeared to me at once to stop any
thher deposition of phosphates, and to facilitate

temloval of the pieces as they were broken upY the lithotrite."-British Medical Yournal.

ON THE USE OF THE
PERU.

BALSAM OF

e•* wiss, in a paper read before the Berlin
iO icalociety, (Deusche Med. Wochenschr., 1876,e 4.) summed up his experience with the

vIan balsam as follows :he balsam, at first moment when applied to
all ound, causes a slight burning, but afterward
fil Pain ceases, even in the most severe and pain-

rOunds.

entesh wounds never inflamed under the treat-
ick; and in inflamed wounds the inflammation

Thl Y Subsided.
dee balsam prevented suppuration, and putrid

Pit Position was not observed in a single case,
cli ithstanding the most unfavorable local andfiveatic condition under which the patient had to

tvea lacerated wounds showed a great tendencytoad healing by first union. One night theWho was summoned to attend a young man
tor8 scalp had, by some blunt instrument, been
bare tnto three flaps, so that the skull was laid
the ,o geat extent. The bleeding arrested and
appliound cleaned, Peruvian balsam was freely
dsed On the raw surfaces, which were then
thé , ith a simple compress. The next day
theirOunds were healed except a small spot in

itho Centre which also closed up in a few days,hut the discharge of a drop of pus.
duced anti-purulent property of the balsam in-ehronicDr. W. to test its efficiency in cases of
pt4rule Pulnonary catarrh with a copious muco-eil t secretion. He gave the balsam in an
spOnfu o the yolk of eggs (3 j ad 3 iv, a table-
auicted every two hours.) Two elderly personsSeverai with chronic blennorrheal bronchitis for
estored, ars, were completely and permanentlyihi three eone within ten days and the otherreeweeks.-Chicago Med. Journal.

DA LANCET.

DEATH OF SIR WILLIAM FERGUSSON,
BART.

Sir William Fergusson, President of the Royal
College of Surgeons and Sergeant-Surgeon to the
Queen, died Feb. 10, in London, at the age of 69.
He was born at Prestonpans, East Lothian, Scot-
land, March 20, 1808. He received his early edu-
cation at Lochmaben Grammer School, and con-
tinued his studies in the High School and Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. He began his professional
studies at the age of eighteen, under the noted
anatomists Drs. Knox and Turner, the latter of
whom occupied the chair of Surgery in the Royal
College of Surgeons, Edinburgh. His progress
was so rapid that in less than a year he became the
confidential assistant of his learned and skilful
preceptors in the preparation of their "subjects."
He continued his intimate professional relations
with Dr. Knox for nine years, and thus enjoyed
opportunities for pursuing his favorite study-
anatomy-rarely presented to the medical student
of his day. He became a licentiate of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1828, and a Fellow of that
corporation the year following, and in 1831 he
began to lecture on the principles and practice of
surgery. In 1836 he was appointed Assistant Sur-
geon to the Royal Infirmary, and was chosen a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1839.
A year later he removed to London, where he was
Professor of Surgery in King's College and Surgeon
to King's College Hospital. He was chosen a
member of the Council of the Royal College of
Surgeons, London, and for some time was Profes-
sor of Surgery and Human Anatomy in that insti-
tution. For five years he was Examiner in Surgery
at the University of London, and was chosen mem-
ber of most of the medical and scientific societies
of Great Britain, being a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Great Britain, Vice-President of the
Royal Medico-Chirurgical Society, a Fellow of the
Obstetrical Society, and President of the Patholo-
gical Society. At the time of his death he was
President of the Royal College of Surgeons. He
was also Consulting Surgeon to the Hospital for
Consumption and Diseases of the Chest, to the
British Home for Incurables, to the Hospital for
Diseases of the Throat, to the Scottish Hospital,
to the Caledonian Asylum, and Honorary Surgeon
to the St. Gecrge's Hospital. He was also Surgeon
Extraordinary to the Queen. Among his works he
has left A System of Practical Snrgeiy, and Pro-
gress of Anatomy and? Surgery in the Ninteenth
Century, which was published in 1867; besides
special papers on Cleft Palate, Lithotomy, Litho-
trity, Excision of Joints, Aneurism, and other sub-
jects.

THE EFFECT OF ERGOT ON THE CHILD.-Dr.
Hugh Miller, physician accoucheur to the Matern-
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ity Hospital, Glasgow, remarks, in a letter to th
Lancet:--I think it is a well-established fact tha
the employment of ergot, either as a uterine toni
or as a direct excitant in parturition, has an injuri
ous effect upon the offspring, unless a speedy de
livery is accomplished after its administration. A
the onset of general exhaustion of the patent, I
find it safer, both for mother and child, to appl)
the forceps, and effect the delivery by their aid,
In April, 1874, I explained my reasons for adopt
ing this treatment, and with increased experience
I have seen no cause since then to alter my views.
Med. and Surg. Reporter.

TAXING THE DOCTORS.

An Ordinance is under consideration by the
Board of Supervisors of San Francisco, proposing
to tax various professions and trades, physicians
included. The tax on physicians is placed at $io
quarterly on ail who will not take oath that their
income is less than $250 per month.

A committee has been appointed by the San
Francisco Medical Society, at a late meeting, for
the purpose of presenting their protest against the
proposition to impose a license on the physicians
of this city. They object to the tax because
physicians are already required to bear a much lar-
ger proportion of the public burden than any other
class of citizens. San Francisco is probably the
only large city in the civilized world where no pro-
vision is made by the public authorities for the
medical care of the indigent out-door sick. There
are no physicians employed as in other cities to
attend to the poor, nor is the slightest provision
made to supply them with medicines. It follows
that they are dependent altogether on the gratui-
tous services of medical practitioners. These ser-
vices humanity constrains them to render. It may
be safely said that the physicians of San Francisco
devote more time and labour to the service of the
poor than the aggregate of ail other professions
and occupations. A considerable estimate of the
value of these services, at the ordinary rate of
charging, will show that they average at least $1oo
a month, and possibly twice that sum, for each 300
or 350 physicians-making an aggregate of near ly
or quite $4o,ooo per annum. Besides this nearly
ail the public and private charities are served by
them without compensation. Of the eight physi-
cians on daily duty at the County Hospital, only
four receive any pay, and each of these four
receives but $1oo per month for his long daily
journey and his time spent in the wards. The only
dispensaries for the poor are not only attended by
physicians gratuitously, but some of these physi-
cians actually supply the medicines at their own
cOst. In the exercise of these unpaid labours they
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e are called out in the night and required to expose
t themselves to danger from violence as well as co-

tagious and malignant diseases.
- These statements are not made in the way Of
- boast or complaint, but are extorted in self-defence
t by what they regard as a measure of injustice and

ingratitude. It is not so much the amount 0<
money involved in the tax, of which they complailI
but it is that a wealthy city, whilst making not thb
smallest provision for its out-door indigent sick, an'
whilst thus throwing them entirely on the charitl
of the medical profession, should, by imposing à
tax, declare to the world that these arduous anld
unpaid services of the profession are not appreci
ated or acknowledged.

Another point to which the committee calls at-
tention, is the heavy tax on the time of medical
men imposed by their compulsory attendance ia
courts as witnesses and experts in criminal cases.
A large proportion of criminal trials involve the
testimony of physicians, numbers of whom are
often taken from their proper business in a single
case day after day. In fact the circumstances Of
society and the nature of the practice of mediciOe
and surgery, create a necessity for the performance
of a much larger share of service to the public
than falls to the lot of any other class of citizenl'
And for this reason they may consistently clai 0o
exemption from such a tax as is contemplated.
Pacófc Med. journal.

SUGAR IN HEALTHY URINE.

DR. PAvy, in his article On the Retognitirft
Sugar in Healthy Urine. (Guy's Hospital Refd)
gives us the details of a process by which he ha
succeeded in demonstrating the existence of sugA
in normal urine. Two or three quarts of healthY
urine are first treated with the neutral pluiiibiC
acetate, until a precipitate is no longer produce
for the purpose of ridding it of urea, and other i-
gredients. Sugar is not carried down by lead i.
an acid solution, but if the supernatant liquid *
now siphoned and treated with ammonia and
plumbic acetate, it falls with the lead as a definite
compound, consisting of two atoms of sugar alo
three of oxide of lead. After thoroughly washi
the precipitate to free it of the ammonia, it e
treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, which de
places the lead. The product is then subjected t0
filtration, and after washing the filtrate, the lea
washings, which will contain any sugar that leaf
have been present, are brought to a small bulk #
evaporation over a water bath. Decolorationfl
next effected by animal charcoal, which has bee
thoroughly purified from lime. Reduced to a coo
centrated form, the product is now ready for tf
application of the various tests.

With a specimen of the product obtained by tO
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above
test process, Dr. Pavy obtained, with Moore's 5. Inflammation is a process sui generis, as
(8 tga dark-brown coloration. The bismuth shown by its phenomena and effects ; the repara-ti0ottgerS) test became black. The copper solu- tive is another process unlike all others in its
r gaece a copious precipitate of orange-yellow symptonis and result. The former is always
acid oxide. As long as the solution has an pathological, always to be deprecated and rarely to
but it ision, fermentation cannot be excited in it; be invoked. the latter is always a physiological pro-et readily produced if it be brought to the cess and always desirable in the circumstances ineutral state before the addition of yeast. As the which it can occur.
the conel his experiments, Dr. Pavy has reached 6. Inflammation is always the same processhalf a usion that healthy urine contains abopt wherever found, though modified by the structure

g rain (.565 grain) of sugar to the pint. and the state of the part. It very rarely occursC Iceclusion, the author says :- primarily in the muscular tissue, whether striated orreo reard the fact that sugar is susceptible of non-striated. Congestion is also rare in the form-PotaitOn in healthy urine as of the highest im- er and very common in the latter, and in theLt te With reference to the glycogenic theory. uterus and the ovaries it is, during menstruation,tjUne 1strongly against the validity of this doc- a physiological condition.
destruc renuously contend that there is no active 7. Inflammation is frequently accompanied ortrlorn of sugar carried on in any part of the followed by suppuration and by ulceration, but'ýlculator
cCulatio y system. If sugar reach the general both of these may occur independently of it. Thetroductiou whether from the liver or by artificial in- presence of either in a part, therefore, is not to bethe biod from without, it is to be discovered in accepted as proof of the previous existence of in-iaturalod of all parts of the system. Under flammation there without other corroborative facts.inte circumstances, the blood contains only a Suppurative and ulcerative inflammation are termsIi4liute Proportion of sugar ; and still, from this generally indicating no peculiarity in the processabe saproportion, the urine acquires a recogniz- itself, but only in the disposal of the inflammatoryea Sacchanne impregnation. Such being the exudation.
4oe What, it may be asked. might be reasonably 8. Inflammation is essentially an acute processed for t sugar were constantly being discharg- which may be repeated an indefinite number ofeenn the liver, as is maintained under the gly- times in a part with intervals of varying duration,
1 ecle theory ? "-(Anerican journal and Medical though always itself characterized by a short dur-

4-rL- ýXATION AND CONGESTION-THEIR RE-
Ja-r, SDr. G. R. Peaslee (N. Y. Med. 7our
jectas f'75) summarizes his views on this sub-

qu, Ing **S'. .
,ted frmation is not a mere state of a part, as

!hich theromCelsus for almost 1,700 years, in
a tre is redness, heat, pain and swelling. It

Pist Ples gong on in a part; and the four signs
Oter loned do not distinguish it from still an-. Pathological condition.

>jch 0 gestion is merely a state of a part inbllt itedness, heat, pain and swelling may exist,3. Ifl ot a process.
edite. Iamation has its own characteristics, im-
ad thef ects and sequelæ, if any at all ensue,

so, thy very frequently do ensue. Congestion,8, g has its own effects and sequelæ, both differ-
1ch Owever, fron those of inflammation, and

4 Inre rarely ensuing.
ltill asmation is not the reparative process, as

l «4t erted on the now obsolete authority ofe the ph would scorn such a proposition were
h. u YSiologist of to-day instead of a century:of t. Is directly opposed to and preven-

tng, 'theI inflammation attack a wound while
a retrg e reparative process is at once arrested

res ceasade action ensues till the inflammatorycaes-

ation. Congestion, on the other hand, may con-
tinue through protracted periods-many months
and even many years.

9. Chronic inflammation is, therefore, a contra-
diction and a chimera. The so-called chronic in-
flammations of the uterus are simply chronic con-
gestions; actual inflammation may, however, recur
from time to time, in a chronically congested part,
there to rapidly run its course and disappear.-
(Detroit Med. Jour.)

TREATMENT OF ECZEMA OF THE SCALP.-Dr. L.
Duncan Bulkley, (Archives of Dermatology) for
Jan. The following is on the treatment of this
obstinate disease :

" When the hair is greatly matted down by the
exudation, the best method is to have it thoroughly
soaked in cod liver or almond oil for twenty-four
hours, then to be thoroughly washed once with white
castile soap and luke-warm water, dried carefully,
and then the appropriate ointment is to be thinly
but evenly applied to every part of ths affected sur-
face, the hairs being carefully separated sothat the
ointment reaches the scalp. For this purpose I
very commonly use an ointment of sub-nitrate of
bismuth (3ss 5i ad ý i), in rose ointment or cosmo-
line, or oxide of zinc or tannin in the same pro-
portions ; the itching will be more relieved by the
addition of a drachm or two of tar ointment in the
entire ounce. In all probability this will not be
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sufficient entirely to prevent the formation of
crusts, although their production will be in a great
measure hindered ; the application of the oil may
then be repeated and the head again washed a
single time and the ointment kept applied. The
error, as stated with reference to infantile eczema,is generally on the side of too frequent washings.

"Although the scalp will bear, as a rule, more
severe applications in eczema than many other
parts, it is not well to go on to the stimulating
remedies too soon ; but when exudation has ceased
and mainly redness, some chronic papulation, and
scaling remain, citrine ointment properly diluted
(Si- 3 ij to 3vi of rose ointment) will give much
relief, as also stronger preparations of tar, and
even frictions with the green soap, sapo viridis."

FINED.-The Fenelon Falls Gazette says, an
elderly man calling himself " Doctor " Miner was
bought before Thomas Lockhart, Esq., J. P., at
the instance of Dr. Bigham, of this village, and
fined $25 and costs for an infringement of the
Ontario Medical Act by practising without a
license. The defendant, who advertised himself
as able to cure all diseases to which humanity is
subject, "especially cancers," had been staying for
a few days at the McArthur House, and had been
consulted by some of those misguided individuals,fi numerous in every locahity, who have more
faith in the skill of pretentious strangers than inthat of properly qualified resident medical men.
Mr. Miner, in pleading for a mitigated penalty,
stated that, although a practitioner of long expe-
rience in the United States, he was ignorant of the
law existing in Canada with regard to his profes-
sion, which may or may not be true ; but as he
had no "credentials " to bear out the first part of
his statement, and the second was received with
some credulity, he was mulcted in the sum above
mentioned, and the sum was at once paid, defend-
ant having apparently a little gold mine in at leastone of his pockets.

INJECTIONS OF HOT WATER IN UTERINE HEM-
ORRHAGES.-After an experience of two years with
this treatment in the most different and the severest
cases of uterine hemorrhage, Dr. Windelband
states his conviction that hot injections are invalu-
able and certain in their effect. They are prefer-
able, when help is urgent, to cold and astringents
of all kinds. In the numerous cases of uterine
hæmorrhage which have come under his notice
during the above period, the tampon was applied
only once, and then only because, from the urgency
of the case at night, no syringe or apparatus could
be procured. In regard to the application of the
method to pathological processes without hærmor-
rhage, single observations induce him to hope for
good results, especially in dilatation of the organ,n displacements and relaxation of the attach-

ments, etc. While making the injections the
patient always lies on her back, and a siinPle
irrigator, which gives a continuous and energede
current, is employed. The temperature of the
water at first is about 9o Fahr., and is raised, ac
cording to the urgency of the case, to 105° Fahr.;
this can be done without fear, as the sensitiveles
of the genital organs to the heat soon diminishel•
One of the advantages of the method, besides its
precise and prompt action, is, that the hot injec
tions do not by any means cause unpleasant sel'
sations and after effects, as is always the Cs
when cold is employed. Hot injections neer
leave any unpleasant or dangerous reaction; in'
deed, they are very pleasant and agreeable to
patients suffering from pain.-D. Med. Wchsfl
Suppl. Med.-Chir. Wcschrft. - N Y N'
7ounal.

COLD BATHS IN INFANTILE DIARRHŒA.-e*
Wocke contributes an article to the Mediinsk0M
obosrenie, in which he refers to the terrible ep
demics of diarrhœa which prevail in summer, an
which attack with especial severity those infan$
which are artifically nourished. The epidenic s
due in part to the deleterious influence of the el'
vated temperature on the infantile organism, an
in part to the injurious effect which the heat exert
on the aliment, the milk, and the air inspired. 'O
eliminate the first cause, the author recomnerd
cold bathing, from theoretical considerations. The
result has been very happy. The wasting childreiif
reduced by vomiting and diarrhœa to a deplorable
condition, were as if regenerated by the second
day after the baths were commenced. The irw'
movable look and the restlessness disappeared'
sleep was restored, the appetite increased, and the
diarrhœa diminished. The cold bath acts on the
child as a tonic, and enables it to resist the n
ious influences, and internal remedies then eerl
better influence. Dr. Wocke commences
treatment with cold douches to the head
stomach, then passes the baths, commencing at
temperature of 26° C. and reducing thern to
A lower temperature might prove injurio
Three baths a day are sufficient. The author h
cured about one hundred cases by this methOdJ
Lo Sperimentale, No. io, 1876.-O. B.
Y'ournal.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLA1"
The following questions were given at the priw.
examination for the membership on the 1 2th 'at
i. Describe the coagulation of the blood, and 10ee
tion thevarious circumstances which accelerate o
reta rd it. 2. Describe all the characters
which the duodenum is distinguished froai
lower portion of the ileum. 3. Describe th4e,
rious structures which form the hip-joint.
and classify the muscles which act upon the jo
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specif -
4 .YG the nervous supply and action of each. INJECTIONS OF BROMINE FOR THE RELIEF OFtery d tehcourse and relations of the axillary ar- CANCER.-A correspondent of the Britis/h Medicaleanth b deissection necessary to expose it. ournal, writing after a visit to the Samaritandese thranches arising from its first part, and Hospital, says: 'We saw also, with Dr. W. Wil-uscribe the r anastomoses. 5. The superficial liams, a woman, aged fifty, whose cervix uteri hadParts brough e calf being removed, describe the been amputated for epithelial cancer by Mr. Baker-to tradht into view between the lower border Brown, eight years before. The actual cautery hadtoure . Poltu n h el .Dsrb the been applied ltrby Dr otand later stillive aInt reations of the vena portæe outside the Dr. W. Williams had injected bromine at threertly ention the veins which directly and mdi- sittings, after which the whole of the affected partshcform it, and the several communications came away, and complete healing took place.

exist between it and the general circulation. The parts were now quite sound. There was ap-parently only an inch of uterus left. The solution%n tal Mfrm and used is one part of bromine to three of rectifiedspirits. This develops heat, and should be pre-pared some time before being used. From five tothe ATMENT OF PNEUMONIA.-SOme cases under ten minims are injected into the tissues by means
the"ant of Dr Johnson have been reported during of a long syringe with a platinum nozzle and anet the Lancet. In one no active treat- India-rubber piston. It is desrbldas required, but in another the dyspnœa that it may destroy the sense of smell in the oper-
Cali for al distress with cyanosis was such as to ator, and that this may be prevented by placing

reli venesection, and this was followed by great alkalinized cotton-wool in the nos tris. "-[Lous
relied n a case with pleuritic pain three leeches ville Med. News.--bid.

fad atersubcutaneous injection of morphiar' ohnso Brandy was used in some cases, but INSTANTANEOUS CURE oF HYDROCELE..Drsthecn said it was rather as a sedative and Macario, of Nice, contributes to L'Abeille Medicalehe held than as a stimulant. In ordinary cases some interesting cases treated by electro-puncture.therei acohol should never be given, but when In the first case, two needles were plunged intor1ch great rapidity of pulse and breathing, with tumor, one at the base and the other at the apex:tenerVous excitement and restlessness, and a On connecting the needles the pain was such thattious0 Y to delirium, he found a moderate cau- the patient refused to continue treatment Neyer-t sse of brandy to be beneficial. How differ- theless, the next day the liquid had disappearedathis doctrine from what was formerly taught and had not returned at the end of nine years. In
OUd generation ago. Old King's men the next case absorption was even more rapid, athe oWell to compare their own practice with tumor the size of the two fists, dating from fifteenP els made at their alma mater-The Doctor. months, having vanished in the evening after aIcocE Ssingle sitting of one minute. Dr. M. has also re-E---SIX CASES TTEATED BY ONE ported to the Institute several other cases treated,Vef hi ehsaw seven cases of varicocele, in some by electro-puncture, others by simple induced8e, anhich the disease was confined to the left currents, and it is more than fifteen years since he0r bo Ir the remaining two it was developed recommended this method, which has been fol-eatrents. Six of these patients were under lowed by several others with considerable success.oed t by means of mechanical pressure affor- -- The Doctor.8ory b russ, and this was aided by a suspen-

0 g1 h andage. The odd case, the disease being DROPSY AFTER TYPHOID FEvER.-The Londonthe 8 'htly developed, was treated by means of Medical Record states that, at a late session of thePart pPensory bandage alone. Support the pend- Berlin Medical Society, Dr. Henoch related thePre and at the same time make moderate case of a girl, aged nine, who was admitted into%alPre 0i mmediately over the external abdom- the Charité Hospital, on December 3rd 18ring> ,, y 
rd 174ba was u0 make pressure, an ordinary hernia She had been attacked with typhoid fever fouras t0 serei with the addition of a perineal weeks previously, and on admission had numerousto a su perfectly in position. The aim abscesses on the scalp, and a temperature of 103.6eratel cSuch an amount of pressure as would Fahr. In ten days the abcesses had healed, andIitain i .COmpress the veins at that point, and she was free from pain. There now appeared ex-ý4ly for 'u right and day, the truss being removed treme debility and emaciation, with sordes one visitPoses of cleanliness. It was believed the teeth and tongue, coryza, and bronchial cat-Sr Vsitinsrgeon that we should not resort to arrh ; but what especially attracted attention wasS and that i means of cure in a majority of edema of the eyelids. The urine, carefully ex-4 )gneht n a large proportion favorable re- amined, gave no traces of albumen. The abdo-fo 'e expected.[-Med. Record.-Pacific men was distended, and a considerable degree of
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ascites was detected. There were no other mor-
bid symptoms, and all the organs performed their
functions normally. The treatment consisted of
decoction of cinchona and port wine, with nutriti-
ous diet ; recovery was rapid, and the child was
dismissed, cured, on January 27th. The occur-
rence of dropsy from typhoid fever was rare. It
had been noticed by Griesinger and Liebermeister,
and by Rilliet and Barthez. It rnight be due to
-1, anemia or hydræmia ; 2, debility of the
heart ; or, 3, changes in the liver.-Ibid.

THE TREATMENT OF CARBUNCLE BY BLISTERS.
-Mr. jules Guérin, in a communication to the
Académie de Médecine (Goz. des Hôp.) says that
the most efficacious mode ot cutting short the pro-
gress of a carbuncle and hastening its cure is to
cover the whole of the inflamed part with a large
blister having a hole in its centre to admit of dis-
charges. The blister must be continued on until
complete vesication has taken place, and any por-
tion of the carbuncle over which this has not done
so, will remain hard and resistant. When the
blister has taken effect the pain is at once relieved,
and the redness and resistance of the tumor disap-
pear, and it becomes benign and inert, its enuclea-
tion proceeding under the use of ordinary means
without the aid of the bistoury. When after the
discharge of its contents a deep excavation re-
mains, it is useful to apply to the walls a solution
of nitrate of silver, with the object of obliterating
the open vascular orifices and impeding the ab-
sorption of the diseased liquid.-Med. Times and
Gaz.

produce surgical anesthesia. The hydrobrorgiC
ether is neither a caustic nor an irritant. It can be
ingested without difficulty, and applied without
danger, not only to the skin, but to the exterl
auditory meatus and to the mucous membrane.
is eliminated completely, or almost completelY, b1
the respiratory passages, in whatever way it n'al
have been introduced into the system.-Stiide
_7urnal and Gazette.

TEST FOR BILE.-Dr. James Sawyer saysin
note to the Lancet on the use of iodine as a test fo
bile in urine: "I have used this test for nearly te
years, my first knowledge of it having been gaine
from Flint's 'Practice of Medicine.' I have foUI'
it best to place two or three drops of iodine-ln
ment in a test-tube, and then to add about te
drachms of the suspected urine. If the colorilt
matter of bile be present the mixture will assU11
on agitation a brilliant sea-green color. This 15
ready and reliable test, and one which I he
long preferred to all others with which I ai'
acquainted."

BEAUTIFUL PICTUREs.-We have received fr0o
the Fine Art Publishing House of Geo. Stinso e
Co., Portland, Maine, several pictures reced
published by them. The subjects, as works
high art, deserve the highest praise. Stinson 
Co. were among the pioneers in the Fine Art P
lishing business in this country, and year by
their business has grown, until at the present tO
it has assumed colossal proportions. They Pl"
lish every description of fine works of Art, fro

chromo to a phto - 1- Z -éa aBICARBONATE OF SODA IN SUPPRESSION OF drawing to the most excellent Steel Engravinlg.
URINE.--Dr. W. L. Lane states (Brit. Med.fourn.,July 15th) that he has found nothing so useful in NEw DRESSING FOR FRACTURED 'CLAVICL
suppression of urine from renal disease as the bi- Dr. Eddowes describes in the London Lanee/"ý,b
carbonate of soda. He has used it in a great many he considers a new method of treating fracture j
cases with success, and quotes the following remark the clavicle. The only peculiarity in his nethod
of Dr. Dickinson in his lectures on albuminuria as the substitution of an air-bag for the coin
confirmatory of his statement :-" But it is worth axillary pad. The bag is placed in situ, the d
mention," says Dr. D., " in relation to a rapidly ings arranged, and then the bag is inflated. b
fatal form of nephritis, in which the tubes become volume of the air-bag can of course be regula
widely sealed up as if with molten glass by a at will.-Pac. Med. Yournal.
pseudo-croupous exudation of fibrin, while the,
urine is loaded, not only microscopically but as a; THE ASPiRATOR IN STRANGULATED HERP-Nk"'
bulky precipitate, with large fibrinous cylinders, that Dr. Lane reports a case of strangulated ii
all pluggng from this cause can be prevented by hernia, in which all attempts at reduction by
alkalies." failed utterly until an aspirator was introduced,

an ounce of serum with a large quantit o
NEw ANASTHETIC AGENT.-The Lancet states withdrawn. The hernia then slipped back at athat Rabuteau, in a memoir read before the Aca- into the abdomen. The case went on to entire

démie des Sciences, states that he has investigated covery.-The Lancet.
the physological properties and mode of elimination
of hydrobromic ether. He has satisfied himself BISMUTH IN ECZEMA.-An ointment, cOi bethat this anesthetic agent, which possesses proper- ing about one drachm of bismuth subnit. to ûftics intermediate to those of chloroform, bromoform, ounce, relieves greatly the itching and pa1l-and ether, might be advantageously employed to eczema and many other forms of skin diseases-
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In ANADA LANT/ the gainer by all the competition within the limits,hot L CAtNAhDA LAINUT. just mentioned, of due precaution against impos-e tIthly Journal of Medical and Surgical Science ters, and we think it would not only be courteousi.1881184 Promptly on the First of each Month. but wise for both English and Canadian Medicalybnci soucied on au reaical ai Councils to promptly abandon their present illibe-rn >bp«tete 'bjects, and also Reports o Cases oCccurring in
tn. •4 re inserte on the mot uieal ral course, and substitute the broader one of reci-he s etters and Communications to be addresedTe-ito. Canada Lancet," Toronto. procity. The high position Canadian students, for

in O years past, have taken at the Hospitals and Exam-lia TKL M. BALDWIN, 805, Broadway, New York, and BALLIERK, iningBoadShudbsffcetocnvcehm
in X*13 ; *iDAWsox BRos., Montreal ; J. & A. MCMILLAN, St. John. inig Bards shouid be sufficient to convince themnt n 0 KIg W iliam street, Strand, London, EnglaId.te - ' that in preparatoty training and medical curriculumnel ONTO, MARCH , 1877. the Canadian students are quite on an equality with

'i'1 the English. About the same time of the receipt_lie k-CIpROCITY IN MEDICAL MATTERS. by Sir H. Allan, of the Liverpool manifesto relat-trl en ing to ship surgeons, a measure was introducedoW incline to the opinion that the Medical into the French Legislature which, if it passes,s toi s of England and Ontario, in their anxiety would prove prohibitive of the practice of medicineb ersave for the benefit of their enrolled mem- in France by British or any other foreign physi-1 have been oblivious of the moral of one of cians, no matter what their qualifications. The8 ,sOP' fables "The Traveller, the Wind, and the result would be simply driving away the hosts of
O ur Ontario Council, with the view of English and American invalids that every yearr b uWisel g reciprocity, enacted in our judgment resort to Cannes, Nice, Hyeres, Mentone, and theSGre'tely, that members of the various colleges of whole region of the Riviera. The invalids in their0 et ritain applying for license should be sub- temporary exile wish to be under the medical1 ted to the same examination as students. It is charge of their own countrymen, _i large medicalel it e that by clause 22, in the Ontario Medical Act, and surgical staff hailing frorm England andto ti onal for the, Council to admit to registra- America being always obtainable at these fashion-e ial Such persons as are duly registered in the able resorts, and rather than be forced to employasl te register of Great Britain, upon such terms French physicians and surgeons they would resorto thawa touncil may deem expedient, but we are to other countries, where no such oppressive and

,th ehat it has ever been acted upon. Dr. unreasonable restrictions were imposed upon them.eraul the immediate successor to Dr. Workman, In Spain, and elsewhere, localities equally favor-etainay never received any intimation that his able for invalids may be found, the Governments'herection would be a mere pro forma one. of which would be too well aware of the benefit tothe futurnt notice then to Sir Hugh Allan, that in be derived from a large influx of rich English andsfure none but members of the Royal College American visitors, to drean of driving them awayy, beons would be eligible as ship surgeons, by restrictive enactments. From the Times of theCe4l nesewed as the natural outcome of our ex- 29th of January, we notice that official communi-
Io S. We fully recognize the right of the cations have been established between the Presi-cotdion and British Councils, to prescribe the dent of the Medical Council and the Foreignansre under which the practice of medicine Minister and between the English Ambassador intheir SUrg yshall be conducted. It is not merely France and the French Ministry, on this subjectelt oIft but their paramount duty. There is no of proposed restriction of practice by British phy-elt to equal importance, in which people are so sicians in France. The Duc D'Ecazes has informedg the the victims of imposture, as in estimat- Lord Lyons that the minister of public instructionractic pretensions of persons who pretend to had thought it inexpedient to take in this instance

o theine, and it is imperative in the inter- the somewhat unusual course of restricting thea P. ro e Public, to require from all such persons simple consideration of a Bill, in opposition to thePer simpleigrees fro i cation. But to the holders of de- report ot the initiative committee, but that theoetne ritish Universities no suspicion of in- Government had determined to offer a strenuous
could attach. A country isJprob opposition to Mr. Marvaise's bill in its future
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stages. We trust that an equally wise considera-
tion of the equal claims of colonial graduates from
recognized universities will be admitted by the
English Council, and the unwisdom and injustice
of present arrangements be done away with. The
English schools will greatly benefit, as many stu-
dents are now restrained from visiting them and
taking English diplomas, from the simple fact that
on their return they are again mulcted by the
Ontario Council.

THE PREVENTION OF EPIDEMICS.

tions from the skin from propagating disease bY
setting free a number of disease germs to float i-0
the surrounding atmosphere, and they can neVe
do much harm unless the air is loaded with
them.

The Athenians held olive oil in high esteenfOr
its invigorating influence upon the body when ee'
ployed by inunction. Its virtues are well knoW«
to athletes, and the influence of oil rubbings '0
preventing consumption is also well known. The
regulation of the diet is also of the greatest impor-
tance, people should " eat to live," and not " live
to eat." Food should be plain, wholesome alld

, par az enL o aIn the matter of preventing the spread of epide- lar intervals and in moderate quantities; gornamic diseases every individual should do his part. dizing is a fruitful cause of disorder of the ViIf the germ theory of disease be true, and we organs. Exercise should always be secured,believe it is, the spread of epidemic diseases may suitable quantity and quality, and daily ope" abe prevented by three methods of procedure- exercise in all weathers-with proper clothing
(a) When epidemic diseases prevail the best and suit the weather, should be secured. The proPmost reliable method is by measures of isolation, so and frequent ventilation of bed-rooms, dwellinfl
as to prevent the distribution of the poison germs. work-shops, school-rooms, and places of public r'

(b) Where large numbers of persons dwell in sort is imperative, to the prevention of the cultie
close proximity to each other, as in towns and tion of disease germs.
cities, effectual measures for drainage, sewerage, Clothing worn should be changed frequel
and general cleanliness, ventilation of dwellings and when put off hung up to air, and all be
and disinfection must be attended to, so that the clothes should be aired for two or three hours anumber and reproductive tendency of these germs least every morning; while night clothes shou'may be reduced to the minimum. not be folded away immediately on rising, bui

(c) By the cultivation, promotion and preserva- should receive like treatment.
tion of the highest possible state of health attaina- While due precaution is necessary in our severtable by each individual, so as to secure a resisting Canadian winters to prevent the introductiol' OJ
power in the individual greater than the disease or cold, there should at the same time be arPWedisordering action of the germ. Persons in vigor- allowance made for the constant entrance and cir
ous health possess a greater power of resistance culation of fresh air from without to replace tha
to the inroads of disease than those who are already used, and hence loaded with carbonic acid
disabled by disease or bodily weakness- Most and other exhalations. This can always be secUred
eruptive fevers and other contagious and malig- without danger from catching cold, by tubes coov
nant types of disease, are in reality the result of municating with the outside, or by leaving a slig
filth-accumulation originally, in some form or other, space between the sashes to admit air without i
and under some set of conditions favourable to the draft.
development of disease germs. This is all pre- In cold weather sore throats are a cor010"
ventable. Cleanliness of the person and surround- trouble ; these can always be prevented by $C'
ings viewed in this light become of paramount quiring the habit of breathing through h
importance as a prophylactic measure. Disease nose - the organ provided by nature throu%
germs multiply in the exhalations fron the body. which to respire. This one habit, persisted i.'
This can readily be prevented by frequent ablu- would prevent the inhalation of thousands of dir
tions with carbolic soap during health, while in ease germs, which would be caught upol' the
eruptive fevers the anointing of the surface fre- delicate mucous membrane of the nostrils, or thc
(hiently with olive oil, tends to prevent the exhala- minute hair sieve with which they are provided'
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ereventive medicine has done much to securi
but PtiOn from, and the amelioration of diseasebti Iiih more remains to be done in this direc
ie In the matter of noxious gases-the imme

hea cause of many serious disorders-nothinî
ths et been done to assist humanity in resistingth nrod

Luction ana detrmental effects of these determined upon, and a future day fixed for it
Here is a field in which all may toil; take place. In the meantime it came to the earsOne should be a sanitarian. a medical member of the Medical Council in th

city issued orders for Detective Smith to be on han
and arrest Dr. Jenks if he attempted to take pa

al has bNG WEIGHTS UPON THE HEAD.-A new in the operation. The Detective reported himseof b aeen devised for the physical development accordingly, and meeting Dr. Jenks in Stratfopirs and the correction of infirmities of the had the courtesy to tell him what was before hi)g C. A writer in an exchange says, " Carry- if he proceeded to Goderich. The Dr. at oncate'ght Weights upon the head, as a bucket of telegraphed his inability to proceed, and returned teraOr Other liquid, is an exercise that brings into Detroit. We trust for the honor of the professioPay ai the muscles of the neck, chest and back, in Canada, that the above rumor is without founre gites an erectness to the figure, by calling into dation in fact. Dr. Jenks stands well with the proMih can the balancing muscles of the system, fession in the United States. He is President anand bte de attained in no other way. Spinal Prof. of Obstetrics in the Detroit Med. Collegeay.er deformities are readily curable in this and was appointed by the Am. Med. Associatioqs8 aDr. Henry Spring, speaking of this matter, one of the delegates to the Canadian Med. Assoof ayer "This exercise of carrying small vessels ciation in 1874, and those who attrnded the meetrçduer o the head might be advantageously in- ing at Niagara Falls will remember him. We arclies and into our boarding schools, private fami- well aware that according to our Medical Act, no4 r nasiums, and that it might entirely one has any legal right to practice in Canada un-back d e present machinery of dumb-bells, less he becomes registered-but it was never con-ards, skipping-ropes, &c. Each young per- templated by the Act to preclude any but those who4go O t to be taught to carry the jar, as the Hin- remained in Canada for the purpose of practicinghqalds,, l, do, without ever touching it with her their profession-either as itinerants or in the ordi-
e ndonary way without legal qualification. There anr endoo girls are very graceful and exquis- be but one feeling in reference to the treatment ofare.c csed Fron their earliest childhood they Dr. Jenks-and that is, that it was as unwise andhewater foed to carry burdens on their heads. impolitic, as it was mean and contemptible.SeartOr farnily use is always brought by the What is the use of talking of a great International1 14 erien jars, carefully poised in this way. Medical Association, if the members of the Am.th ck is claimed to strengthen the muscles Med. Association are to be treated in this man-Cr kd, while the chest is thrown forward. ner when they set foot upon our soil, to give the%e red backs are seen in Hindoostan. The benefit of their kind offices to some of our respec-tJPrcie th carrying loads upon the head leads table practitioners ? We trust the Council will notca an amo same resuits among the natives of endorse any such illiberal interpretation of thed al ong the women of the south of Spain Ontario Medical Act.diY (Who carry water upon the head), as inhead < Neapolitan female peasant will carry on IMPURE WATER.-We cannot too often warnta er birough road, a vessel full of water the drinkers of water froni wells near dwellings tot te acuii, and wil not spill a drop of it; beware of the typhoid poison, sure to be foundle e l saetien of this art or knack gives her sooner or later in these reservoirs, if any of thet ad wtie an erect and elastic gait, expanded house drainage can percolate thein. Even the&id wvel formed back and shoulders. gelatinous matter often found upon the stones of a
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CONTEMPTIBLE ILLIBERALITY.-It is rumored
that a short time ago a respectable medical practi-

- tioner in Goderich requiring a consultation upon
- a case under his care, at the request of the friends,

sent for Dr. Jenks, of Detroit. He visited the
patient, and after consultation an operation was
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well is a poison to the h4man system, probably
causing by its spores a species of fermentation in
the blood. Wholesome, untainted water is always
free from all color and odor. To test it roughly
place half a pint in a clear bottle, with a few
grains of lump sugar, and expose it, stoppered to
sunlight in a window. If, after an exposure of
eight or ten days, the water becomes turbid it is a
sure indication that it has been contaminated by
sewage of some kind ; if it remains perfectly clear
it is pure and safe.

INFLUENCE OF THE EARTH ON OUR BODIES.-
The Rev. Louis Beaudret who was for several
months a prisoner of war at Libby Prison, U. S.,
in an address lately delivered in Montreal, said he
was for several weeks shut up in the second story
of the building which he was never allowed to
leave on any pretence whatever. At last he was
allowed permission to go to an opposite prison to
preach to the prisoners. The sensation he felt on
again setting foot upon the earth he would never
forget. He said he felt a reviving, and peculiarly
exhilirating sensation as if electrified in a gentle
manner. Now, said he, I think the influence ex-
erted by the earth on our bodies, which, when be-
ing deprived of leaves us weak and languid is an
influence much needed by invalids and old people.
If the inmates of hospitals, houses, and asylums,
were carried out into the grass plot or gardens at-
tached to the institutions and allowed to have
their feet brought into direct contact with Mother
Earth it would do them a vast deal of good.

INJURIoUS EFFECTS OF ANXIETY.-To retain
or recover health, persons should be relieved from
anxiety concerning disease. The mind has great
power over the body,-for a person to think he has
a disease will often produce that disease. This we
see effected when the mind is intensely concentra-
ted upon the disease of another. We have seen a
person sea-sick, in anticipatidn of a voyage, before
reaching the vessel. A blindfolded man, pricked
in the arm, has fainted and died, from believing he
was bleeding to death. Persons in health, to remain
in health, should be cheerful and happy ; and sick
persons should have their minds diverted as much
as possible from themselves. It is by their faith
that men are saved, and it is by their faith that
they die. As a man thinketh so is he. If he wills
not to die, he can often live in spite of disease ;

and, if he has little or no attachment to life, hc
will slip away as easily as a child will fall asleeP
Men live by their minds as well as by their bodis
Their bodies have no life of themselves ; they sta
only receptacles of life-tenements of their mind
and the will has much to do in continuing the ph
sical occupancy or giving it up.

UNCONSUMED GAS.-Ordinary Gas requires to
combine with the oxygen of about 6j times its 0
volume of atmospheric air in order to be co
pletely consumed. It will not combine with rnoffi

but, if it gets less, then part of the Gas which cot
not find enough of oxygen, must escape partia
or wholly unburnt and in a condition very injur'i
to health. The remedy is free ventilation.

ALCOHOLISM IN ENGLAND.-The mortality
alcoholism in England in 1,ooo,ooo persons livlé
was 52 in 1864 ; and 5o in 1865.-In 1870 it
decreased to 29 per 1,000,000 persons living;
1871 it was 32, in 1872, 31 ; in 1873 it waS
per 1,ooo,ooo ; in 1874 it rose to 45 per i,000,
With regard to the distribution of deaths, the
turns show, that in Lancashire alone, occured
fewer than 286, of the whole 1,o53 deaths

by alcoholism in 1874, or more than a fou'f
the number in all England ; Lancashire lost il.
year 217 men and 71 women by excessive dri
ing, or more than double the number of "'

deaths in London, with a greater population.
With regard to the ages included, of the

81o men, who in all England died of alcohlllo
in 1874, there were 197 (little less than a foh
under 35 years of age, 37 under 25, three Of t g
died at the ages of 15 and 20. And of the
women, 48 (about one-fifth) were under 35 y0
of age, 7 of these being between 20 and 25 at
deaths. It would be interesting to know hoW
statistics of Canada compare with these.

STATISTICS OF DISEASES THAT KILL.
the Registrar General's report, England,We
the following :-

In the year 1874 two-fifths of the deatb5
England, occured from one or other of 15
Bronchitis caused 53,022 deaths ; phthisis, 0 e
sumption 49.379; atrophy and debilitY 5
CHIEFLY OF YOUNG CHILDREN. To old age
referred 28,604; 12,495 men, 16,109 worxne.
65, and some centenarians. Heart
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Cus for 28>513 deaths ; and convulsions ATHLETIC TRAINING PRODUCTIVE 0F1ýaSed 27 îR?e 2 .,139 ; almost all of them among children. DISEASE.--The medical examIE of EnT

the li a occasioned 25,927 deaths. Eighth on Life Insurance Company, says he always examines24,92 dstands scarlet fever, to which as many as with unusaul care, al applicants who say they have
2I,24 deaths are attributed. Diarhea caused been gymnasts, and that he is compelled to turn
21204 deaths, more than 18,ooo of them occuring away nearly three-fourths of those who excelang pachidren under 5 years of age. Apoplexy in athletic exercises, because they have dangerous-E Paraeetvysis caused 12,848, and 12,572 deaths ly strained the organs of the heart.

in Pectvey. Measles caused 12,255, and whoop-3 Coug 10,362. To cancer are put down CHANGE OF AIR.-Prof. Bencke says that irrit-
fthe 5 lae 7,541 females. Last on the list able, nervous and excitable people should recruit5hich f 1 oes of life, comes premature birth, their health upon the mountains, while those with1874, accounted for 10,527 deaths. good digestion should visit the seaside. This isga1voUs based partly on the fact that bodies part with theirf ollCOUGHING.uDr. Brown Sequard once heat more rapidly at the seaside than on thebf te fogowing instruction for the suppression mountains. The indiscriminate sending of invalidsbr Iervsn coughing." Coughing can be stopped to the sea side has been the occasion of much dis-a Pressi on the nerves of the hp in the neigh- appointment and in many cases mischiefco'gh .he nose, a pressure there may prevent
toped hen it is beginning. Sneezing nay be CANADIANS ABROAD.-J. Wishart, A. H. Wright,Ped by the same means. Pressing, also, in D. Fraser and F. R. Eccles, successfully passedal e1ghborry of the ear may stop coughing. the primary examination of the College of Sur-8 aso 9 Very hard on the top of the mouth inside geons, England, on the 17th of January. Dr. H.y S a means of stopping coughing. And, I S. Stone, of New Brunswick; Dr. W. T. Ward,to. Say that the wili has immense power, of Stanhope; and Dr. Kirkpatrick, of . Toronto;Vielaer he rench Surgeon used to say, have passed the final examination, and were ad-l'he f entered the walls of his hospital, mitted members of the Royal College of Surgeons,ý0d t Patient who coughs will be deprived of England, on the 22nd of January.tg.daY.e t was exceedingly rare that a patient

The death of Sir Wm. Fergusson took place onr the roth of February-a notice of which will begir. SPIRATOR VEIL.-The well-known phys- found in another column. His death will be deeplyt ennox Browne, bas invented a respi- regretted by the profession on both sides of thee ir Which combines an ordinary veil with Atlantic.
e aed utility of a common respirator. It

4 dePe blonde with a border about four inches PERSONAL.-Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh, of this citye Pth double silk gossamer sewn along the has just returned, and resumed professional work,or4 bede This covers the mouth and nostrils after an absence of several months spent in Newle Prtely effectually protecting the wearer from York and Philadelphia.
Pathe ates and other deleterious influencest s a the daetim fing a Ass's Milk contains more sugar than cow's milk,Veat dbeomn atie of dre As a and has been found very useful for delicate child-h fd becoming article of dress. As the r n a d c n u pi ep r o sId fo as a tendency to lodge on the gossamer ren and consumptive persons.

lloaed ampness which would be unpleasanta'irwed totouch thceouhe e unpbearen- APPOINTMENTS.-George Stanton, M.D., ofS ticlby the e the veil can be hic Simcoe, to be an Associate Coroner for the County't1ff bY a littie very thin wire gauze, whichofNrlk
g Wlear from the face. To prevent it from

el head, r neither be tied firmly at the back Thomas Beatty, M.D.. of Lambton Mills, andof elastic kept down' by means of a small Thomas Armstrong, M.D., of York Mills, to be
Associate Coroners for the County of York.

9
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WESTERN AND ST. CLAIR MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

ine annual meeting of the Western and S
Clair Medical Association was held in Chathan
on the ist ult.

The president Dr. Bray, called the meeting t
order, and after the adoption of the minutes c
the previous meeting, the opinion of John A. Mc
Kenzie, Esq., in reference to section 18 of theMed
cal Act was read. The following officers wer
chosen for the current year. President, Dr. A
McLean ; Vice-Presidents, Drs. Fleming, Casgrain
Poussette, and Thompson ; Treasurer, Dr. Tye
Secretary, Dr. Holmes.

Moved by Dr. Holmes and seconded by Dr
Carney, that this Association think it desirable tc
have County Associations formed. Carried.

Moved by Dr. Carney and seconded by Dr
Smith, that the secretary of this Association bt
instructed to furnish each Vice-President a series
of questions, which the secretary may deem desir
able to submit to the legal practitioners throughout
each County of this Division, with the view of
obtaining from such practitioners, an opinion as to
the advisability of forming County Associations,
and ask each vice-president to obtain from the
medical men in his county, replies to such questions
and submit them to the Association at its next
regular meeting. Carried.

Moved by Dr. Murphy and seconded by Dr.
Hicks, that the secretary be instructed to send to
the medical council during its next session a copyof the resolution passed at a previous meeting of
this Association, regarding the appointment of
medical examiners by the council. Carried

Dr. Richardson read an exceedingly interesting
paper on 1Thermometry " which elicited the
opinion of nearly all present.

Dr. Murphy read a paper on the use of the
cold bath in febrile diseases. Tbe paper was of
great practical interest and both he and Dr. Rich-
ardson received the thanks of the meeting for
their valuable essays.

Dr. Hicks read an account of a case of placen-
ta previa, in which the hemorrhage was arrested
immediately by tbe injection of bot water, to

ADA LANCET.

which had been added twenty-five per cent. of ty
tincture of the per-chloride of iron.

The subject of placenta previa was discUs
by Drs. Holmes, Smith, Bray, Tye, Abbott,
Carney. Dr. Hicks remarked, that when

t. patent referred to in his paper seemed about
, sink from exhaustion, he injected a drachra

sulphuric ether hypodermically, and that al
o instantly the pulse became stronger and the w00
f presented a very marked improvement in e 4

respect.
After one of the most interesting meetings

e held, the Association adjourned, to meet in W0k
sor, early in May.

1,

THE MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF HEALTI•

The quarterly meeting of the above nao
Board was held in Lansing, on the 9th of JulY.
paper entitled " The Locating of Healthy HorO
was read by Dr. Henry F. Lyster, of Detroit.
condition of the homes of the people may be
garded as an index of their civilization. A cogr
plete, healthful, and beautiful home indis
health, intelligence and refinement in its occuP00
The paper gave an historical review of the diff'" t

kinds of homes occupied by different people D
it also dwelt upon the various insanitary coot
tions most common to our modem homes. jis'
most strongly touched upon were, defective
posal of sewage, unwholesomeness of water-suP
unfavorableness of location, too completece.
sion of sun-light and air, resulting from exce
shade, lack of proper drainage, etc.

Prof. R. C. Kedzie reported on the Quality
Illuminating Oils in use. He thinks the peoP1 ,
Michigan are to be congratulated upon the
sent condition of their illuminating oils so
exemption from injury to life and property ecerned. The public prints are not now filledO
recitals of deplorable accidents resulting frio
use of kerosene. But notwithstanding this
rity from accidents the people justly comlna
the quality of some of the oil now supie
Much of it burns poorly, the wick gums aldn
and the light flickers and goes out.Dr. H. O. Hitchcock, Chairman of the
mittee on Public Health, submitted a repo
cluding a proposed memorial to the Le 5
asking that a commission be appointed t 1
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[t. of gate and in two years concerning the in- The Secretary subitted a report relative toliscu eOr te liquor traffic upon the life and duties performed and work done in his office, afterbot, POf the people of the State, to ascertain, as which the meeting adjourned.'hen 4 al Possible, the value to the State of the traffic
ibout fairly cohaoh drinks and the losses to the State
achal rep h rgeable to the use of intoxicants, and tot al0a On the facts which have a rational bearing Up- ASSOCIATION.Vital statistics of the State, the object The annual dinner of the above association wasin eV le'gslati collec t facts upon which to base future held at the Royal Hotel, Harriston on the 25th ofeOn if found desirable. January, and was a most successful affair, due intinge *USly Mr. Brigham reported upon a subject pre- great measure to the indefatigable exertions of then uenc ferred to him, namely: the sanitary in- Secretary, Dr. Gibson. The bill of fare was a most

e read eE calyptus Globulus, or blue gum tree. excellent one, and after full justice had been doneabits' ofteers from persons who had studied the to the spread, speeches, songs, and toasts becamer O the tree, including one from Dr. Asa the order of the evening. The President of therivo w i0 thought the tree could not be made to Association, Dr. Yeomans, occupied the chair, andna le e icigan on account of the severity of Dr. Henry the vice-chair. The chairman said heuly. e Dia Dr. Lyster said the trees were grow- was happy to have the pleasure of welcoming soIorn& to e t , that by being cut back they had be- many guests to the second annual dinner of thesit ces ewhat hardened. He recounted in- Union Medical Association. He was pleased torb tai *I which the tree had been planted in cer- see the doctors had so many friends, and that soA r arkalbrious regions in Africa where they had many had attended to do honor to the occasion.
did Dr î beneficial sanitary nfluence. With them he felt he could not give too much

cupoO (à r * -arshall presented a communication on praise to the able Secretary of the Association, Dr.liff ei twenid Morphine eating. He gave facts con- Gibson, for this magnificent banquet. It did honorile obgtserv ty-five cases which had come under to him and to the proprietor of the Royal hotel.coodt ation. He thought the evil was increas_ The Union Medical Association which had beeni asaist thos measures should be taken not only to in existence some five or six years, had been form-
ve jjç Vent Oe who are already victims, but to pre- ed for the purpose of cultivating friendly relationssuP lydthie s tfrom acquiring the habit; and he be- among the members of the profession, and for mu-e% state ' to be a proper field of labor for the tual improvement. Their meetings had grown ince tedbad of Health. Of the twenty-five cases interest, and he was confident much good had

cS« portec~d s ite s ae aan e usne use morphine, fifteen use opium been done, and much enthusiasm awakened inlit lat. ses both. Dr. Marshall thought a law their professional work. In the name then of thei8 ght pig the sale of these drugs was needed and Association he bade them welcome to this annuale hPr t prove effectual. He especially urged the dinner, and hoped they would enjoy themselves.Saoyn Of the sale of soothing syrups, cordials Speeches were made in response to the variousCe r'Phi ne which are preparations of opium or toasts by Drs. Stewart, Ecroyd, Middleton, Black,d tait a Predisguise, and which create in the in. Henry, Gibson, and Cowan. Dancing was indulged01O adult, Pedisposition to the opium habit in the in until late, after which the company broke upge r. Chas . having enjoyed a most pleasant evening.
i 1relati submitted to the Board a proposed

pl actic e t the qualification of physicians who
the e iigan. It provided for furnishing CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.ai stud information relative to the profes- Z Acetate potash... . ijss;r k.chg 'ty Of those who practice medicine in BrAc iae potash.. ijs

s uch information being furnished by Tinct. hyoscyamus ...... ij. j;e SWth statements fyled with the County Infus. buchu.. . . . . . . . .j.
es, e county where the physician prac- M. Dose, two ounces every three to sixhours.
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THE ANATOMIST.-An etching. Published by R.
Berendsohn, 48 and 50 Nassau St., New
York.

This is a copy of a picture of the same name,
exhibited at the Centennial, which attracted con-
siderable attention. The size of the etching is
seven and a half by ten inches, on paper twelve
and a half by fifteen inches. Price, $1.oo on plain
and $1.25 on tinted paper. The picture will make
a handsome adornment of a physician's office. It
can be obtained by mail from the Lancet office,
Toronto.

ON COUGHS, CONSUMPTION AND DIET IN DISEASE,
by Horace Dobell, M.D., F.R.C.S., Eng.,
Philadelphia: D. G. Brinton, M.D.

Dr. Brinton of Philadelphia is the compiler of
this work. It consists of a series of extracts from
published reports of Dr. Dobell on diseases of the
respiratory organs. Few authors have given more
attention to chest diseases in general than Dr.
Dobell. He has published various works on this
subject at different times, ail of them remarkable
for their clearness of style and practical usefulness.
In addition to medical treatment, directions are
given, somewhat in detail, for the preparation and
use of certain articles of diet in disease. The
book is a very useful one and will no doubt find
ready sale.

ALSo Dr. Dobell's annual Reports on Diseases
of the Chest, Vol. II. ; London : Smith, Eider &
Co. The section relating to Canada was prepared
by Dr. Osler, of Montreal.

THE PHYSICIANS VISITING LIST, iith edition, by
D. S. Brinton, M.D., Philadelphia; Price for 35
patients $1.50, for 70 patients, $2.oo.

DENTAL ANATOMY AND SURGERY, by Henry Sewill,
M.R.C.S. Eng.; Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakis-
ton.

THEORY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, by Wm. R. Dun-
ham, M.D.; Boston: James Campbell, Publisher.

NoN-EMETIC USE Of IPECACUANHA, by Alfred A.
Wo*dhull, M.D., Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.
Philadelphia: J.,B. Lippincott & Co.

PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF
SKIN, by Louis H. Duhring, M.D., Univer
sity of Pennsylvania-Philadelphia: J.
Lippincott & Co.

THE " WATCHMAN," A WEEKLY NEWSPAÂ
PUBLISHED IN ST. JOHN, N.B.-This is a n0St

excellent paper and worthy of the most extende
circulation. It has a freshness and originalt
about it which is in marked contrast with many O
our stereotyped weeklies in circulation nowadY
Our friends cannot do better than subscribe for t'
price only $i.oo per annum.

BACK NUMBERS WANTED.-Fifty cents ead

will be paid for the following back numbers of the
CANADA LANCET: No. 2, Oct. 1870; No. 4
1870. Address Canada Lancet office, Toronto.

On the i 9 th ult., Dr. Sylvester, of Galt, to Lo ieI
youngest daughter of the late R. Reed, es'
Bowmanville

On the i5th ult., William H. Lowry, Esq.,
to Miss Ann Jane, daughter of Chas. Hill
ail of Acton.

At Port Ryerse, on the 5th ult., Henry BOgIJe
M.D., in the 52nd year of his age.

On the 7th ult., Dr. John Mitchell, of
gomish, N. S.

At Cambra, on Saturday, 9 th ult.,
of apoplexy, Alice M. Dady, wife of J.
M.D., aged 25 years.

On the i ith uit., Caroline Elizabeth,
daughter of Dr. William Newcombe,
years.

yonge
aged X

At Guelph, on the 26th Jan., Clarence
youngest son of Dr. Brock, aged one year
three months.

In this city on 'the 23rd ult., Beatrice
daughter of Dr. E. J. Barrick, aged 3 yearsy

** The chargefor notice of Births, Marriages atd
isfifty cents, which should beforwarded in postaO'
with the communication.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livere.

The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and flavor-having a
Oil that can be depended upon as strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not

ure and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
been long felt by the Medical Profession that it can be retained by the stomach
we were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
facture at the Fishing Stations, where the become fond of it.
fish are brought to land every few hours. The secret of making good Cod-Liver
and the Livers consequently are in great )il lies in the proper application of the
perfection. proper degree of heat; too much or too

This Oil is manufacturedi by us on the little will seriously injure the quality.
sea-shore, with the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fresh, healthy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
without the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
simplest process and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturers who
by which the Oil can be separated from M are careless about these matters.
the cells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Prof. Parker, of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "Ilt is the best for foreign or domestic use."
After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod

Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
CASWELL, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonics,

as combined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
of Iron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-
come, without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored CordIal, delicious to the taste
and acceptable to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not
from ITS ALKALOIDS OR TREIR SALTS-beinu unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are simply an
Elixir of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calhsaya Bark with Iron. Each des-
ert -spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixîr of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added
to each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensi fying its tonic effect.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismuth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each
able-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD & CO., CHEMISTS AND DRUGGIST8, New York.

CUTLER'S
POCKET INHALER

a o ! A N Dq1m C arbolate of Iodine Inhalants

THE LONDON HOSPITAL
MEDICAL COLLEGE,

A REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-
-- F..A relif in ome cases in a fw minuto. The London Hospital situated in the east end

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commende itself to ail
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Bufalo, in a carefully considered report
upon ita merits, concludes in these words :

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger qf breaking or spilling, besidea
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, inoluding Inhalant for two months' use. NEatly
otu adsnt by mail free, on roceipt of prico. Extra

ottles of Inhalant, 5oc. Liberal discount to the trade.
Rept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

Samples to Phy

W. H. SMITH & CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

sicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

of London in the immediate vicinity of the
Docks, contains 8oo beds, and is the

LARGEST GE ERAL HOSPITAL
in the United Kingdom,

Canadian and American graduates are admitted to

Perpetual Practice, Medical and Surgical,
including Dresserships for

(W TEN CUINEAS. A

Apply to the Secretary, Medical College, London

Hospital, Mile End, London, E.

BRIGHAM H A LL,
CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK.

AN ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE (F THE PRIVATE CLASS,
INCORPORATED BY SPECIAL ACT IN 1859.

Inquiries may be addressed to

D R. D. R. BURRELL,
Reuident Physician.
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THE IMPROVED

TROMMERS FXTRRI0f
This Extract is prepared from the best Canada Barley Malt, by an improved process whichprevents injury to its properties by excess of heat. It is less than hlf as expensive as theforeign extract ; it is also more palatable, convenient of administration, and ill enot ferment.
Attention is lnvited to the following analysis of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of Chemistry, UNI'VER-Sxv'r OF MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor:
"TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO. :-I enclose herewith my analysis of your EXTROT Op MALT: Malt Sugar(Glucose), 46.1; Dextrine, Hop-bitter, Extractive Matter, 23.6; Atbuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.489; Ash-Phosphates,1.712; Alkalies, .377; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958." In comparing the above analysis with that of the Extract of Malt of the GERxÂN PHARmAcoeiÂ, as given by Hager,that has been so generally received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article,

"Yours truly, S1LAS H. DOUGLAS,"dProf. of Analytical and Applied Chemistry."This invalable preparation is highly recommended by the medical profession as a most effective therapeutic agent forthe restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. It is very nutritious, beag rich in both muscle and fat-producingmaterials.
By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and English) asNiemeyer, Trousseau, and Aitken, the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired, difficult and n'irritable"digestion, loss of appetite, sick headache, chronia diarrha, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the debility offemales, and of the aged, in retarded convalescence from exhausting diseases, and indeed most al depressing maladies,in which it has been found very sustaining and strengthening, and admirably adapted for building up and invigorating thesystem. It is often well borne by the stomach when every kind of food is rejected, thus actually sustaining life.The presence of a large proportion of Diasta8e renders it most effective in those forms of disease originating in imper-fect digestion of the atarchy elements of food.

A single dose of the Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active properties of maltthan a pint of the best ale or porter; and not having undergone fermentation, is absolutely free from alcobol and carbonioacid.
The dose for adulte is from a dessert to a tablespoonful three times daily. It is best taken after meals, pure, or mixedwith a glass of milk, or in water, wine, or any kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottie containe Oe AND Ou HALiPouNDs of the Extract. Price $1.00.
In addition to the Extract of Malt with Hops, the attention of physicians is invited to the following combinations:

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT, TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,FERRATED.
Each dose contains four grains of the Pyrophosphate of With the IODIDES 0F IRON and MANGARESE.Iron. Particularly adapted to cases of a00mia. P 'R, The experience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson and others$1.00. 

in the use of this combination of salts has been fully confirmedby more recent experience. Particularly recommended inImnproved anoemia, dependent upon serofula, pbthisis, cancer, the syphi-T ROMMER'S EXTRACT 0F MALT, n 'stachezyenlarged spleen,and'inch'oros' whereron
WITH CITRATE OF IRON AND QjINIA. Iodides of Iron and Manganese. Paroin, $1,50.

Appropriate where Iron and Quinine are jointly indicated.
Very beneficial in the ansemic state following autumnal
fevers, in chlorosis, enlarged spleen, carbuncles, boils, &c. Improved
disu a pleasant tonic, the bitter taste being very efCectually
disguised. tach dose contains four grains of the Citrate of TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,Iron and Quinia. PRIOE, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
with HYPOPHOSPHITES.

Far superior to any of the " Syrups " of Hypophosphites,
and invaluable in anmia, scrofulous, tuberculous, aud other
cachectic conditions. In the various affections to which scro-
fulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries of
the spine,. &c., it is very efficacious. This combination is,
in certain cases, even more efficient ir exhaustion from undu elactation than the Extract of Malt with Hops. PRIC, $1.50.

with ALTERATIVES.
Each dose contains the proper proportions of the lodide ofCalcium and Iron, and of the Chiorîdes and Bromides ofMagnesium, Sodium, and Potassium. This combination ofthe most potent alteratives with tonics and restoratives hasbeen successfully employed in the different forms of diseasedependent upon the " modified scrofulous diathesis," asgeneral pervertod glandular action, disease of the bones andcartilages, catarrhal affections of the eye, ear, and naso-pharyngeal mucous surfaces, eczematous, and other outa-

neous eruptions, in rheumatic arthritis, scrofulous rheuma-tism, &o. PRION, $1.50.
PREPARED BY

TPEOMmMER'S EZTRCAoT OF MaLT 00.,
'S'Je EMO]STT, OhIO.

For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada.

Il 1 [,
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McGILL UNIVERSITY,
MONTREEAL.

.AOULTY OJF MEDICIISED.

SUMMER SESSION-MAY 1st. TO JULY 21st, 1877.

The Medical Faculty established last year the first regular summer session, in which practical and demonstrative
courses, and systematic clinical instruction were given. Forty students availed themselves of the advantages offered,and the
diligence with which the classes were followed showed how much such practical teaching is appreciated.

The Faculty feels that the time is core, when the intermittent system, at present in vogue, of six months' work and six
Inonths' vacation, so prejudical to the steady and continuons progress of the student, should be abandoned, and that at
least nine months of each year should be spent in regular organized study. It is with this view that the summer session
has been established, and the hope is here expressed, that ail students will endeavour to take one or more of these extra
sessions, the fees for which have been purposly placed so low as to be almost nominal.

As is only natural, the advautages offered by the city of Montreal, for the practical study of Medicine and Surgery
are unequalled in the Dominion. In the wards of the General Hospital there are always, and more particularly in the
summer months when the navigation is open, a large collection of interesting medical and surgical cases. In the out-
door department, there is a daily attendance of between 75 and 100 patients, which afford excellent instruction in minor
surgery, routine medical practice, and diseases of children. The Eye and Ear department lately established, will afford an
opportunity of studying practically, under skilled direction, these important branches.

The attendance of the Me<iical Officers is systematic and punctual.
At the University Lying-in Hospital, Obstetrical cases arie furnished to the students in rotation.
The Faculty has much pleasure in announcing the foilowing courses for the summer session of this year.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION at bedside, in the Montreal General Hospital. Daily DRS. DRAKE, and MACCAL-
12.30-2. LUM.
A limited number of dresserships and clinical clerkships, may be obtained on appli-

cation to the attending and out-door Physicians.
MINOR SURGERY.-Bandaging, application of splints, hæmostatics, catheterism, &c. G. E. FENWICK, Professor of

Six demonstrations of operative surgery on the cadaver. Wednesdays 10 a.m. Surzery.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.-Methods of examining patient. Use of speculum and D. C. MÂcCALtUM, Professor

uterine sound. Disorders of Meustruation. Leucorrhoa, its causes and treatment. of Obstetrics and Diseases of
Tumours of the Uterus. Displacements of Uterus, &c. Mondays Il a.m. Women.

CLINICAL MEDICINE.-Lectures founded upon cases in the wards. Physical Ex- GEO. ROSS, Professor of Clini-
amination of Heart and Lungs, with denonstrations. The Urine in disease. Tues- cal Medicine.
days, 10 a.m.

DISEASES OF CHILDREN.-Anatomical and physiological peculiarities of infancy G
and ohildhood. Infantile Hygienics. Peculiarities of symptons. Therapeauties WM. GARDNER, Professor of
and Dosage. Consideration of the more common and important diseases of child- Medical Jurisprudence.
hood. Thursdays 10.30 a.m. j

OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY.-Methods of diagnosis (with ophthal-)
moscopic work) Commoner forms of diseases of the Eye and their treatment. F. BULLER, Lecturer on Oph-
Wounds and injuries of the Eye. Practical instruction in operations. Mondays thalmic Medicine and Surgery.
9 a.m. )

XEDICAL AND SURGICAL ANATOMY, demonstrations on Brain. Sympathetic F. SHEPHERD, Demonstratorsystem. Thorax and Abdomen Hernia-inguinal and femoral. Surface markings.
Triangles of neck. Bladder. Wrethra. Perineum. Larynx, &c. Fridays 10 a.m. natomy.

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.-Electricity, varieties of Batteries. Animal Electricity)
and Electro-Physiology Electro-Diagnosis. The induced and constant, current. WM. GARDNER, Professor of
Modes of application. Medical Diseases in which Electricity is useful. Electrolysis Medical Jurisprudence.
and Galvanic cautery. Saturdays 10.30 a.m.

PRACTICAL PATHOLOGY-Consisting of 20 demonstrations in the Autopsy room of
the Hospital, Students will make the post mortems in rotation, and receive practicai WM. OSLER, Professor of Phys-
instruction in the manner of performing them and keeping records of their obser- , iology and Pathology.
vations. Bi-weekly, 1 p.m.

All students desirous of attending the above courses will be expected to register their names with Prof. Craik,
(Registrar of the Faculty,) on or before the 15th of May, 1877, and pay in advance a fee of $10. The fees will be de-
Voted to the improvement and extension of the Faculty's Library and Museum, to which students can always obtain access.

Certificates of attendance on the various courses will be given.
The following special courses will be conducted during the summer, and may be taken by enregistered studenta.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY-Including blow-pipe manipulations, qualitative analysis,
toxicological investigations, &c. This course is the same as, and may be taken in G. P. GIRDWOOD, Professor of
lieu of, the sessional course during the winter. Fee $12.00. Monday, Wednesday, Practical Chemistry.
Friday, 2-5 p.m.

PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY.-Normal and Pathological, a course of 24 lessons. Micro-

scopes, reagents and material provided. Fee $20. Tuesday, Thursday, and Satur- WM. OSLER, Professor of Phis-
day, 2-5 p.m. Extra hour for Laboratory work, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, iology and Pathology.
5-6 p.m.

For further information, or Catalogue, address,

ROBERT CRAIK, M.D., Re~gistrar, 2 Phillips Square.
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Extract of Malt with Cod Liver Oil.
THE MOST DESIRABLE EXULSION OF 00D LIVER OIL.

IMPROVED TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT, " with COD LIVER OIL," is confidentlypresented to the Medical Profes; ion as an eßcient, palatable andperfectly stable combination, consisting of equal pars ofthe Extract of Canada Barley Malt, and the best quality of Fresh Cod Liver Oil, ftavored with Oil qf Bitter Almonds.Owing to its disagreeable flavor and liability to disturb the stomach, Physicians are commonly restricted toprescribing Cod Liver Oil for those cases in which it l almost the only resource. It ls well known to be equallyefficacious in various forms of disease depending upon mal-nutrition. It is believed that the combination ofEXTRACT oF MALT with COD LIVER OIL supplies a general and long felt want, by enabling Physicians to extend theuse of the oil to ail cases in which it l indicated, combined with a substance that increases its efficacy, by makingit easily digestible, and acceptable to the most delicate stomach. Unlike any of the various bulky emulsions, pro-posed with the object of masking the peculiar flavor of the oil, in this combination are found but two substances, andthese of almost oqual value in the treatment of the same class of diseases. The properties possesed by EXTRAcT OF MALTof transforming unassimilable food into that which may be easily assimilated, of furnishing phosphates to thesystem, of beingitself exceedingly bland and nutritious, and of forming also an unequalled emulsion with Cod LiverOil, sufficiently attest the appropriateness of the combination.
Each bottie contains sixteen fluid ounces. Price $1.00.
IMPROVED TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT " with COD LIVER OIL AND IODIDEOF IRIN." Iodide of iron is tonic, alterative, diuretic and emmenagogue, and is often indicated in cnnjunctionwith nutrient restoratives. It is chiefly employed in scrofulous complaints, enlarged glands, antemia, chlorosis,atonic amenorrha, leucorrha, and diabetes. In secondary syphilis occuring in debilitated and scrofulous sub-jects, Ricord found it a most valuable remedy.
Each dose contains one grain of lodide of Iron. Price $1.00.

Extract of Malt with Pepsin.
IMPROVED TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT "WITH PEPSIN," is invaluable in dys-pepic disorders, and specially adapted to cases characterized by irritability of the stomach, or by nausea. It is alsoemployed with great advantage in the wasting diseases of children both as a nutritive and to improve digestion andassimilation. This combination serving both asfood and medicine, is growing in favour with the profession as aremedy meeting important indications in the treaiment offrotractedjevers, and especially typhoid fever where theprime objecta are to support the system, and invigorate the enfeebled digestive and assimilative processes.No article of the Materia Medica approaches EXTRACT oF MALT " with PEpsiN" as a bland and nutritive sub-stance, containing all the elements which are required to nourish the body, as w.el as those (Pepsin Diastase and HydrochloriAcid) concerned in the digestion of thefood poper. Prof. W. B. Thomson, in his lectures bas weli said that " tarva-tion le the -econd great complication of typhoid fever. After the first violence nf the disease has passed andnourishment of the patient becomes ail-important, this preparation may be given in teaspoonful doses repeatedevery two or three hours, with the effect of improving the appetite, increasing the strength, and relieving thegastric and intestinal catarrh, and the accompanying diarrhoa and tympanites.

Each tablespoonful dose of the IMPROVED TROMMER's EXTRACT OF MALT " with PEPUiN," contains of
Pepsin Porci . . 6 graine.

Acis Hydrochloric . . . 2J minima.
Each bottie contains sixteen fluid ounces Price $1.50.

PREPARED BY
'Trommer Extract of Malt Company, Fremont, O.

MANUFACTURERs ALPO OF THE FOLLOWING PREPARATIONs:
Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt " with Hope."

ci ~ ~ ~ Fi 4 c errated."1
" 99 " " with Hypophosphitep."

i " " with lodides."
6 f " " with Alterativex '"

" " Cit. Iron and Qn'inine-."

Commutation Rates for 1877. a scs a- rnow prepared to furnis
HE following periodicals will be furnished with the or for their spare moments. Business new, light and profitable. Per-

sons of either sex easily earn from 50 cents to 45 per evening, and à
C ANDA Lo A n NCE adh oloig ae' proportional sum byidevoting their whole time to the busineSg BoysCANADA LANCE-T and and girls earn nearly as much as men. That ail who see this noticeLondon Lancet, Reprint..............$6 50 may send their address, and test the business, we make thi unparallel-Lnwork Medical Jorn............... $6 5 ed offer: to such as are not weil satisfied we will send one dollar tONew York Medical journal .............. 6 25 py for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, samples worth sever-Braithwaite's Re.rospect ................ 5 00 ai dollars to commence work on, and a copy of Home and Firesidé, oneAmerican Journal of Obstetrics .......... 7 oo of the largest and best Illustrated publications, aIl sent free by mail.Medical Times, Philadelphia (Semi-mo.).. 6 oo Reader, if you want permanent profitable work, address, GuOseS
Welia :-Medical & Surgical Reporter, Philadelphia 7 issos & co., Portland, Main.

Medical & Surgical journal, Boston ...... 7 on Can't he made by every agent every month in theLindsay & Blakiston s Visiting List (twenty. business we furnish, but those willing to work can
* live patients) ...................... 4 0o easily earn a douen dollars a day right in their own$ 9 ( a localities. Rave no room to explain bere. BusinssDo. Do. (5o patients ....... 4 25 pleasant and honorable. Women, and boys and girls do aswell asoen-&c. &c. &c. We.will furnish yon a complete Outit free. The business pays betterApplication for men Copies of any ef the above should be ad. than an hmng else. We will bear epsnsf cf starting you. Particularedressed to the pubishers of each journal respectively, to whom also fret. rite and see. Farmers and mechanies, thoir sons andrequesta for missing numbers muas be made. daugbteas, and ail elassé in need of paying work et hme, should Write£W The amount of subscription in advance must in al cases aooom to us and learn all about the vork et once. Now is the tine. Don'tpany the order. delay. Addrem Taun & Co., Augusta, Maine.
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Established 1846.

B. A. MITCHELL & SON,
114 Dundas Street West, North Side,

LONDON, ONT.
We beg leave to draw the attention of the Physicians of Ontario to our preparations of

Tinctures, Elixirs, Fluid Extracts and Syrups,
Which we warrant as good if not superior to American preparations which flood our markets. Our laboratory is managed

b a practical chemist, who is also a graduate of medicine, and knowing the wants of the profession we ask for a share of

their patronage, knowing that our goods wilI com re with any, not only in regard to quality but in price. Physicians

will confer a favour by calling on us when in Lonon. Correspondence promptly attended to; private ormulas prepared.

We also have in stock a full line of

Trusses, Elastic Goods, Shoulder-braces, Supporters, Surgical Instruments,
At New York prices.

irSend for quotation nrc-itadctlgesn oay address.

PETROLEUM

VASELINE
iir en fr uoaton !prcelit ndcaalgu sntJoanLLYrs&

The attention of physicians, druggists, and hospitals, is called to this article, and to the fact-

that it is favourably regarded and extensively used both in the United States and England, by the

profession, and by pharrnacists for OINTMENTS, CERATES, &c.

As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMA-

TISM, SKIN DISEASES, CATARRH, SORES OR ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused

and inflamed surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA, and of THROAT
and CHEST complaints, the best results are obtained. 25cts., 5octs., and pound bottles $i.oo.

VAEl IM]E was awarded a Grand Medal and Dipioma at the Contennial Exposition, Philadelphi8, 187& Report of Judge. "NovltY
a ~uein pharmacy, uiioquallod purity, and superiority of manufacture.,, Protedsor Wm. Odiing, F.R.B., Great Britain; Professor C. P.

underNew York; Prof. Rudolph Von Wagner, Germany; Prof. F. A. Genth, Pennsylvania; Prof. I. F. Kuhlman, France; J. W. Manet,

Viregila.' Pomade Vaseline, Vaselne Cold Cream, Vaselne Oamz>hor ICe, are ail exquisite toilot articles made f rom pure

Vaseline, and exoel all similar ones. 25cts., 50cts., and $1.00.

ACENTS-Lymans, Clare & Co., Montreal, &Lyman Bros., Toronto.

Je . E
MANUFACTURER OF

SURGFICAL
AND

ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
109 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

ASpirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermie Syringes,

Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawkuley's Metallie
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &c.

Illustrated Catalogue and Pies List sont on application.

AN INDISPENSABLE REQUISITE
every Teacher, Advanced Student, Intelligent Family,

THE BEST ENGLISIEDICTIONARY,

Webster's Unabridged.
"THE BEST PRACTICAL ENoGieH DicTloNARY UT""--Ondon

Quarterly Review, Oct., 1873.
From the Chief Jusile of the United Sat*.

WASHINGTON, D. C., OcT. 25, 1s75.-The book has become indis-

pn sabile to every student of the Engiah 1agug. A Law Llbrary
fot complote without it, and the Courts ioo to 5 as of the highest

authority in all questions of deflinition.-MoaitNoz R. WAr.

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES.
Published by Q. & C. E MAM' SPrIn uD, MAS.

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

JELLY
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot; M.».
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D. --

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
.Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-

tharines.Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'n
Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D.,

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,

Fergus.Dr. A. Wolve rton, M.D., Ham-
ilton.
Dr. . FutonM.D °'Tornto

qutaivano-J'aradic Manufacturing Company,10'Y EAST .34th STREET, NEW VORK.FOR SAETV y
ALYMUALN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use

F• G• OTTO & SON8,
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OFSurgical Instruments and Orthopedical Appliances,
TTE PATENT SPIRAL SPRING RING PESSARY.Tse engraving beiow shows the manner of imanufacturing the Ring Pessar. I a spiral spring of brass wire about eight coils of thin

rounded whaiebone are inserted, whieh is boulud iooseiy by the spiral srnthus aiiowing the cols of whaiebose to, revolve around them-seves gving, as wi l readi y be seen, ore e]aticity than they would were they bound tightly by a soft wire of any ateria, themend -of -6spring are then screwed together, and thse whoie covered with soft rubher of exceedingliy sniooth surface. We manufacture ini the aboeOmanner the Bow Pessary, Albert Smith's and ail other shapes. Manufac exured only b ma

F. G. OTTO & SONS, 64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

F. G. Otto & Sons' Patent Truse i

WARRANTED
NOT TO BREAK.

Cannot be surpassed
FOR

ELASTICITY
AND

DURABILITY.

For Sale by

DRUGGISTS
AND

INSTRUMENT

Pad. DEALERS. *1
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F 1876-77.

TIHE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,
and a Summer Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September 13, 1876,
and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing to
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
is not required. Duting the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same number ana
order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27, 1876, and end about the ist of March
1877.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VANBUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseasesof the Genito-Urinary System and Clinital Surgery.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M. D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Prof. of Obstetries and Diseases of Wonen and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynæcology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M.D., Lectureron Materia Medicaand Therapeuties, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
PLPHEUS S. CROSBY, .il .. ), Prof. of Descriptive and burgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System and Clinical Medicne.

PROFESSORS ÔF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professor of Opthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M. D., LL. D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES, M. D., Professor of Dernatology, and adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, etc.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M. D., Professor of Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH M.D,.'Lecturer Adjuuct upon Clinical Medicine.

A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didatic teaching. All
the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactic
lectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.

The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitastions froin Text Books. This term continues from the first of
March to the first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps of
examiners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.
Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures............$140 00
Martriculation Fee.........-........................................................ ...... ............ 5 00

Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection).............. .. .......................... 10 00
Graduation Fee................ .............. 30 00

Fees for the Spring Session.

Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter).................................. .......... ................ 5 00
Recitations. Clinics, and Lectures ..... ............................................................................ 35 00
Dissecting (Ticket good for the following Winter) .................................. .... ....................... 10 00

Students who have attended Iwo full Winter courses of Lectures may be examined at the end of their second course upon
Materia Medica, Physiology, Anotomy, and Chenistry, and, if successful, they will be cxamined at the end of their thlird
course upon Practice of Medicine, .Surgery, and Obstetrics only.

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medial College.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of thatmarvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful anci valuable remedy everdiscovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedyever discovered.
CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,Croup, Ague.
UHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only specific, in Cholera and Dysentery.
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache,

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

" We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by oursubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fover immensely superior toQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is yetproperly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medicalmen but to xaake a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of two-thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."
%z> " Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consulat Manilla, to the effeot that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLORO-DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology atSt. George's School of Medicine.

" I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have neyer met with any medicine so effica-cious as an Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhoea, and other diseases, and ammost perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THomAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-ing relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered foiyears with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, such asiopium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Hornoastle.
" We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent diree t

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodie. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause. ItInduces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to posqess this great advantageover all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."
From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.

" It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that thepublic should obtain the genuine. which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."Vice-Chancellor Woon stated that Dr. J. COLLIs BRowNE was undoubtedly the [nventor of CHLORODYNE: that thewhole story of the Defeodant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentationof the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lan: confirm thia decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold in Bottles at ls 1½d., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the worde "Dr. J.COLIS B6ROWNE'S CHLORODYNE" on the Governmenjt Stamp. Overwhelming Medical

Testimony accompanies each bottle.
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUsSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LoNDON.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-COR. QUEEN AND YONGE-8Ts.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to

narkei fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept ln 8 om. botles, and the price

guoted includes the bottle. gW Terme Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Jan. lat, 1877.
.1 I c

AcidCarbolic.. ........... o.
Sulph. Ar.........8oz. ot.
Hydrocyan . 1

Ammon. Carb.............. lb.
ether, Nit.. ........... 8 os. bot.

" Sulph. 
" "Go........... "

Antim. Pot. Tart........... OL
Argenti Ni. fus.........

alsam Copaib.............8 o. bot.
Bismuth, Car.............. OZ.
Cerri Oxalas............. "
Chioral H) rate.........
Chlorodyne ................
Chloroform................ lb.
Cinchon,Sul................ E
Ergot, pulv............
Emp. Lyttl...............lb.
Ext. Belladon............... OZ.

Colocynth Go.
Gentian ...............
Hyosciam, Ang.

" Sarza Co., Ang.
Nucis Vom.........

" Taraxacum............ "i
Fol. Buchu.. ............. .

" Senna................. "
Gum Aloes Soc...

Acacia, pulv..::.:. l
Glycerine, pure............. lb.
Ferri, AM. Cit........ .... .. OZ.

" et Quin. Cit.......... "
" Citro,phos............ "g

PerrumRedact............ "i
Ilydrarg, Chlor.............

d C Creta.......... "

0 20
0 07
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
0 08
1 30
0 55
0 20
0 30
0 13
0 15
1 40
0 50
0 15
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
0 90
1 10
0 60
0 300 12
0 65
0 18
0 15
0 10
0 07

Iodine, resub ............. oz.
Jalapin.................. "
Lin. Saponis.. .......... 8 oz. bot.
Liq. Ammon............
" Arsenic ................
" Bismuth...........
" Donovan...........
" OpiiSed............
" Potassa................

Mist. Ferri Co...... ... 8 Oz. bot.
Morph. Sul. ................ .

" Mur............
01. Crotonis............

" Jecoris Asselli.......... lb.
" Olive Opt.............. "i

Opium.....................oz.
Powd............. "

Pil. Aloes .................. gross.
" "1 et Ferri.......... "

" "Myr........... "
" Assafotid.............. "t

Cath. Co., U. S. . "c
Hydrarg, Mass ........ lb.

" Subchlor. Co. gross,
Rhei. o..........
Podophyllin, Co. . .

Plumbi Acet............... lb.
Potass. Acet................" Bicarb........ ..

Bromid.... ......
Iodid...... .....

Pulv. Creta Co.. ........
" G COpio.... "

Ipecac................
Go 0........... "

Jalapa............
Quine Sul................. OZ.

0 40
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 40
0 28
1 30
0 17
0 20
4 00
4 00
0 15
0 25
0 30
0 65
0 75
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 85
3 25
0 75
1 00
2 60
2 25
1 50
3 25

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates.
supply of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; HaH-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c.

Rad. Rhel. puiv............lb.
Santonine ................. o
Soda Blcarb...............lb

" Potass. Tart..........
Spir. Camphor.. ......... 8 oz. bot.

" Ammon. Go.
Syr. Aurant.............

"Codela .............
"Ferrs'Iod...........

Strych. Phos. Co ......
Hypophos.........
Phosph.Co.........
Senegæ...........
Scilla ............

Tinct. Aconit..........
Arnica.............
Calumb...........
Camph. Co............
Cardam. Co ..........
Catechu ..........
Cinchon Co

" Colch.Sem.........
' Digital............

Ergot .............
" Ferri Perchlor........ "e
", Gentian Co.. .......

Hyosciam.........
Iodine ............
Nucls Vom............
Opil..................' Rhei Co ..............

" Valer.............
" Verat Vir ............ 0.

Ung. Hyd. Nit .............. lb.
" Zinci.............

Vin. Ipecac............8 oz. bot.
" Antim................. "i

2 00
0 90
0 14
0 32
0 24
0 25
0 20
090
0 40
0 75
0 45
0 40
038
0 20
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 24
0 22
0 20
0 20
030
0 40
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 46
0 24
0 50
0 30
0 20
0 20
0 64
0 40
080
0 20

Arrangements have been made for a constant

ESTABL/8HED 1886. NEW YORK.

DR. MARTINS C V IU S INTERNATIONAL C - VT'ITION, PHIL., 1876.

For "*General Exceence in Manufacture.",
--H. PLANTEN & SON.

Absolutely Pume Non-HumfniZOd Vaoclne Virus. 224 William Street.
GELATINE CAPSULES.

OF ALL KINDS. ALSO,

Obtained by the method of Empty Capsules (5 Sizes.
New Preparations added continually. Samples and Price-Lists sent

TRUTE ANvar A T VACCINATIONq, on application.

Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in

France, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by x ia
Dr. Henry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF
the largest and most perfect in the world. Tr A T AXM CTTDc'Tr A T

LARGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10 .. ...... . ----... .... $2.00.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY

SELECTED ........... $5.00.

Ail Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will b. paoked
to go with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use
accompany each package. Remittances muet accompany
order. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass.

CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largst
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

1,8ued promptly on the 18t of each month.

Subscription $3 per annum in advance. Single
copies 30 cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

All Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Pout-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON, M.D.,
Manager, Toronto.
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DR. DE JONGIH'S
(KNJGHT 0F THE LEGION 0F H0NOUR-FRANCE; KNIGHT OF THE ORDER 0F LEOPOLD-BELGIUM.)

LIGIIT-BRtOwN COID LEVER OIL.
SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.

Sir HENRY lM1ARSH, Bart., M.D., T.C.D., Sir. G. DUNCAN GIBB, Bart., I.D., LL.D.
Physician in Ordinary to'the Queen in Ireland. Physician and Lecturer on Forensie Medicine, Westminster

I have frequently prescribed DR. DE JONGH's Light- Hospital.
Brown C Liver Oi. I consider it to be a very pure Oit, " The experience of many years has abundantly provedgot like to create disgust, and a therapeutic agent of the truth of every word said in favor of Dr. DE JoNGH'sgreat va.:c." Light-Brown Cod Liver Oit by many of our first Physiciansand Chemists, thus stamping him as a high authority and anDr. JONATHAN PEREIRA, F.R.S., able Cemist wh ose investigations have remained unques-
Author of " The Elements of laeria Medica and Thera-

peutics. Dr. LETHEBY,It was fitting that the author of the best analysis and Medical Oîcer of Heaith and Chief Analyst to the City ojinvestigations inte the preperties of Cod Liver Oiu shouldLodn
hinself be the purveyor of this important medicine. I London,know that no one can be better, and few so well, acquainted " LIe al cases I have found Dr. De JONGH'S Light-Brownwith the physical and chemical properties of this medicine Cod Liver Oit possessing the same set of properties, amongas yourself, whom I regard as the highest authority on the which the presence of choleic compounds, and of iodine in asubject. The oil is of the very finest quality, whether gon- state of organic combination, are the most remarkable. Itsideted with reference to its colour, flavour, or chemical pro- is, I believe, universally acknowledged that this Oi hasperties; and I am satisfied that for medicinal purposes no great therapeutie power ; and, fron my investigations, 1finer oil can be procured." have no doubt of its being a pure and unadulterated article."

Dr. EDWARD S'MITH, F.R.S., Dr. LANKESTER, F.R.S.,
MedicaOcr. tothePo w B f Grt Coroner for Central MIlalesex.Medican k#cer to he Poor-Law Board of GreaI Bri/ain. "I consider that the purity and genuineness of this Oilo We thlwk it a great advantage that there is one kind of are secured in its preparation by the personal attention ofCod Liver t which is ueiversally admitted to be genuine- so good a Chemist and intelligent a physician as Dr. DEthe Light-Brow Oit supplied hy Dr. DE JONGH. It has long JoNGH. He has also written the best Medical Treatise onbeen our practice, whe prescribing the Oil, to recommend the Oi, with which I am acquainted. Hence I deem thethis kind, since, amidt se nuch variety and uncertainty, Cod Liver Oit sold under his guarantee to be preferable towe have confidence in its genuineness." any other kind as regards genuineness and medical efficacy.'

Dr. BARLOW, Dr. BANKS,
Senior Physician to Guy's Hospital. King' Professor of the Practice of Physic at the University ofI have frequently recommended persons consulting me Dublin.te make use of Da. DR JeO N's Cod Liver Oi. I have been "I have in the course of my practice extensively employedwell satisfied with its effects, and believe it to be a very pure Dr. DE JONGH's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oi, and I have nost, weil fitted for. those cases ie which the use of that sub- hesitation in stating that I consider it the best of all thestance is indicated." specimens of Oit which have ever come under my notice.The fact of so able and accurate an observer as Dr. DIDr. PROSSER JAMES, JONGH subjecting the Oit to careful analysis previous to itsexpesure for sale, is a sufficient guarantee of its purity and

Lgc/urer on Mlatri ldica a;zd Therapeutics al /he Londion excellence."
Hospital.

sI have always recognized your treatise on Ced Liver Oit Dr. EDGAR SHEPPARD,as the best on the subject, and adopted it conclusion as to Pro/essor of Psychological Medicine, King's College London-the superiority of the Light-Brwn ver the Pale Oit. I Dr. Sheppard has made extensive use of Dr. DE JONGH'ahave the leas hesitation in expresing mysenf le this seese 1 Light-Brown Cod Liver Oit, and has great pleasure in testi-tins 1 at enly endorsing the opinion sent te yu onre fying to its superiority over every other preparation to bothan twenty years ago by Dr. Pereira, My illustrions pro- met with in this country. It has the rare excellence of beingdecessr in the chair of Materia Medica at the Lndon well borne and assimilated by stomachs which reject theHospital."' 
erdinary Oils."IsDR. DE JONCH'8 LICNETIBROWN COD LIVER O1L.In pplred ONLY ih IMPERIAL Haf-Pints Pints ad Quarts which are sealed with BETTS' Patent Metallie Capouleaunder the Pink Wrapper with hiE Stamp and on the side wth his Signature, and which are labelledWrITHOU p THS M K Na anignature, and the signature of his Sole Consignees.WITHOUT THIESE MARKS NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUINE.

Sold by ail Respectable Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

SOLE CONSIGNEES

& mO., 77,J.N 4AR, HARFORD STRAND, LONDON.


